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Parents to have final decision

Calloway school policy
to permit iredshirting'

VALERIE CHAPMAN, crowned as Little Miss Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Queen, and her
escort, Garth Tidwell, will compete in contest at Kentucky State Fair, Louisville, on Wednesday. Valerie, 6,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Danny Chapman and granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clay Darnell and Mr. and Mrs.
E.G. Chapman, will be in first grade at North Elementary. Garth, 5, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney T. Tidwell
and grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harrison and Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Tidwell, will be in kindergarten at
Southwest Elementary.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Max Hurt, Kizzie Cantrell appointed
to Lakeland Village board of directors
BENTON — Two Callow
Countians have been named to th
board of directors of Lakeland
Wesley Village. a retirememt
community near Aurora on Kentucky Lake's Jonathan Creek.
Named were Max Hurt, a wellknown civic leader, educator and
farmer, and Kizzie Cantrell, a
faculty member at Murray State
University.
Lakeland Wesley Village, in
operation for more than a year, is
a non-profit organization which
provides housing for the elderly.
Presently. it consists of 97 Housing and Urban Development rentassisted apartments, with more
than 50 two-bedroom duplex
homes under construction.
When completed, it also will
contain _67_ more rent-assisted
apartments, a chapel and dining
facilities, as well as other
amenities. It is affiliated with the
United Methodist Church.
Hurt, who owns and operates a
600-acre farm near Kirksey, was a
member of Murray State University's second graduating class in
1927 and twice was elected president of MSU's Alumni Associa-

clear tonight
Today becoming partly sunny with the high temperature
near 88. Northeast winds increasing to 10 to 15mph.
Tonight clear with lows around
63.. Light northeast winds.
Wednesday sunny and pleasant
with highs in the mid 80s. Northeast winds 5 to lOmph.
Thursclae• through Saturday:
A slight chance of rain by
Saturday. Otherwise fair with
temperatures at or below
seasonal normal. Highs in the
Ns and lows in the 60s.
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ton. In 1972 he was recipient of
SU's Distinguidhed Alumni
Award, and in May 1980, an
honorary doctor of humanities
degree was conferred on him by
the University.
He was associated with
Woodmen of the World Insurance
Society from 1942-1960 and was an
executive vice-president of the
firm for nine years. In his early
career, he served as a teacher and
principal at several schools in
Calloway and Graves Counties.
Cantrell is director of the career
preparation program in gerontology at Murray State University. She has been at MSU since
1974,serving in several positions.
She has been counselor coordinator of the Upward Bound Pro_acting director of thatprogram and a grant administrator in
the department of sociology and
anthropology. She has been in her
present position since 1981.
Prior to coming to MSU, she
taught high school in Murray,
Fayette County and Sheperdsville
in Kentucky and in Dayton, Ohio.

She also has been a model and instructor at Alix Adams Model
Agency, Louisville.
She is a member of the board of
directors of the Kentuckians Girl
Scouts and of the National Council
on Aging. A few of her many other
organizations and activities include the Committee on Womed of
the American Personnel and
Guidance Association, the Steering Committee of the Kentucky
Pro-ERA Alliance, chairperson of
the Muray Women's Agenda
Coalition, the American Association of University Women, the National Women's Political Caucus
and the National Organization for
Women.
She has been selected to Who's
Who in the South and Southwest,
Who's Who in the World of Women
and was a delegate to the Kentucky White Houtse Conference on
Aging.
Other new board members are
State Sen. Pat McCuiston of Pembroke, and Dr. Gary McMillan.
M.D., and Gary Jackson, both of
Paducah.

Reagan's tax demand
greeted with defiance
By CLIFF HAAS •
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — President Reagan's demand for an end
to bullheaded bickering over the
$98.3 billion tax increase he supports is being greeted with defiance from conservatives in his
own party and aloof support from
Democrats.
In his nationally broadcast address Monday night, Reagan appealed to the public to tell their
representatives "you understand
that this legislation is a price
worth paying for lower interest
rates, economic recovery and
more jobs."
"We are within sight of the safe
port of economic recovery,"
Reagan said. "Do we make port or
go aground on the shoals of
selfishness, partisanship and just
plain bullheadedness'Noting that some legislators "of
my own party object to this bill —
and strongly," Reagan called for
"an end to the bickering here in
the capital- and passage of the
compromise tax package which is
expected to be up for a vote first in
the full House on Thursday.
Senate action will follow.
Reagan, keeping up the
pressure for enactment of the
legislation, was calling another
group of GOP legislators to the
White House today for more per- sonAl 1O15byffig7
However, it was clear the con:—
sen,ative Republicans who helped
Reagan push record tax and spen-
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By MATT SANDERS
Managing Editor
In special session Monday night,
the Calloway County School Board
motioned to leave the issue of retaining students in grades 1-8 for
athletic purposes up to the individual parents.
On a 3-1 vote,the board adopted
a recommendation that states
-No pupil enrolled in grades one
through eight in the. public common school shall be eligible to participate in interscholastic
athletics the second year the pupil
is enrolled in the same grade, and
no public school shall participate
in an athletic contest with another
school that does not adhere to this
policy.
"Further, parents who consider
it to be in the best interest of their
child for the child to remain in any
grade, one through eight, may request that said child be retained.
The parent or parents must meet
with the principal, a counselor and
a teacher to review said request.
After said interview, if the parents
still consider it in the best interest
of their child for the child to be retained, said child is to be retained
without any further consideration
or action."
Superintendent Jack Rose said
the policy allows parents and the
school to retain students for
athletic purposes, otherwise referred to as "redshirting." Redshir--ting would allow students an extra
year to grow and mature before
they would enter the high school
level of competition.
Redshirted athletes are allowed
to attend team practices without
participating in actua! games.
Rose, who opposed the reconimendation but said he will support
the board in its action, said prior

to the vote the subject had to be
addressed since schools in the
area allegedly had been involved
in the practice in the past. He also
was concerned about the legal
aspects of redshirting.
Attorney Don Jones suggested
the board seek an attorney
general's opinion but the board
took no action on the proposal.
Vice Chairman Jerry Overbey,
who made the recommendation to
the board, said he felt graduating
at a later age would be beneficial
to many students. The students
would have an extra year to
mature and if they did not plan to
go to college or enter a family
business, "there's not much out
there for them right now." Board
members Charles Reed and T.C.
Hargrove also voted in favor of
the motion.
Walter Byars, the lone no vote
from the board, said he felt
holding back students "defeats/
the first level of competition — on
the practice field." He felt redshirting may discourage other
students from participation.
Board Chairman Ferrel Miller
was unable to attend the meeting.
Rose agreed with Byars saying
he felt red.shirting had a negative
impact on students. He added it
does not necessary lead to a successful athletic program. "The
success of our football program is
an indicator that it i recishirting
is not needed."
If an extra year for growing and
maturing is needed, students
should enter school a year later,
Rose suggested.
The superintendent added that
high certification requirements
for teachers, administrators and
counselors qualify them for
deciding whether or not students

should be retained. However, he
stressed that whenever a situation
involves a student, parents input
is desired„
"I don't feel that we should
make taxpayers pay for a second
year of education of a student with
no scholastic value,- he added.
Rose said redshirting has been a
particular concern of his for
several years. To Rose's
knowledge, no Calloway students
have been redshirted for athletic
reasons in his six years as
superintendent.
He added there have been some
cases where students have been
held back because of academics.
-We try to do what is in the best
interest of the student for a learning enrvironrnent."
Earlier this year, Rose addressed the state board of education on
redshirting. He said his presentation was referred to a committee
where "it died."
The motion only concerned
grades one through eight since
Kentucky High School Athletic
.
'
Association rules regulate high
school grades. According to ttlb
state rules, students have four
years of eligibility in prep
athletics or they may play until
they turn 19 or through the athletic
season where their birthday falls.

Water Patrol Division
promotes Murrayan
FRANKFORT — Water Patrol
Officer Steve Owens of Murray
has been promoted to the rank of
captain, officials of the state Division of Water Patrol announced.
Owens will become supervisor
of the patrol's western district
which covers Rough River State
Park, Lake Barkley, Kentucky
Lake and the Ohio River. Seven officers are stationed within this
district.
A six-year veteran with the
patrol, Owens attended Murray
State University and served with
the Murray Police Department.
"Anyone wishing to reach the
water patrol in this district can
reach us by contacting the state

police post or by calling (502) 7537432," Owens said.
Owens and his wife Lori have
four chilren; Michelle, Matthew.
Brian and Steven.
The Kentucky Division of Water
Patrol, fomerly the Division of
Water Safety, was transferred
from the Department of Justice to
the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet
by the 1982 General Assembly.
The patrol, established in 1972,
is charged with promoting safety
on the waterways of the commonwealth. Water patrol officers
also do safety instruction work,
speaking before school groups,
civic groups and boating clubs.
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Erwin advises parents to check
children for presence of lice

ding cuts throulh Congress last
year were remaining firm in their
opposition this year.
"He's going against the grain in
the sense that the people don't
As the time approaches for
want the tax increase," said Rep. school to start parents should be
Ed Bethune. an Arkansas aware of head lice. Parents should
Republican who remains opposed check their children's heads
to the tax bill.
thoroughly for the presence of
By White House estimates, lice, and if present, threat the
more than half the House's 192 child with prescription or nonRepublicans are now lined up prescription medication, before
against the tax boost.
sending their child to school. JimRep. Jack Kemp, R-N.Y., a my Erwin. Calloway County
leader of the conservative opposi- Health administrator said.
tion, took note of some of the
Parents should also caution
specific tax increase proposals in their children not to use combs,
an interview before the presi- brushes, or hats of other children.
dent's speech:
he added.
"If you don't use your telephone
Head lice are tiny blood sucking
and if you don't travel by air and if insects that live on the scalp of
you don't smoke cigarettes and if humans. In nearly all cases of
you don't have any uninsured head lice, transmission is due to
casualty losses and if you don't direct contact 'head to head ) with
have any medical costs in the next an infested individual, Erwin said.
couple of years and if you're not Transmission via combs, brushes,
out of work trying to get a small and hats can occur.
business to hire you. I guess then
The most common symptom of
it ( the tax bill ) won't hurt."
lice is severe itching and
A nationally broadcast sometimes scratch marks or rash
Democratic "response" following on the back of the head and behind
Reagan's address offered more the ears, Erwin said. Diagnosis is
support.
made by identifing adult lice or
"I have come to the conclusion their nits eggs). Nits are very
that despite our differences in the small white eggs glued to the inpast this is one occasion when the dividual hair shaft, very close to
president's position is right." said the scalp.
House Democratic Whip Thomas
Treatment can be with prescrip$. Foley Of WashIngtotr
boaniffffefilFTOn-lnedleaATM
i Reagan* said that we need this tion, Erwin said. birections must
revenue measure and we do."
be followed exactly and treatment
I Continued On Pager
repeated in ten days. All family

BEST

members should be examined for
lice, and all infected persons
treated.
Personal articles such as hats,
recently worn clothing, sheets.
and towels should be mechine
washed in hot water, and machine
dried using the hot cycle, or ironed
with a hot iron, Erwin said. Combs
and brushes can be treated by
washing in a disinfectant solution.
Upholstery should be thoroughly
vacuumed.
For further information contact
the health department at 753-:3381.

County schools
to open for students
The Callowaj Count School
System will have the opening of
schools for all students grades 1-12
on Friday Aug. 20, at the respective elementary, middle and high
school centers. Buses will run at
the same time and on the same
schedule as last school year.
School will be dismissed and
buses will leave Calloway County
High School and Calloway County
Middle School at 10:30 a.m
Due to early registration for
kindergarten students.
knderearten students should not
report to school until Monday.
Aug. 23.
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SIGNS OF THE TIMES ARE
EVERYWHERE — Flea markets,
yard sales, garage sales, you
name it and yoar can probably find
a sign tacked on a telephone pole
advertising it. More and more
people are finding out the advantages of having such events -not only to clean out the attic,
eeilar, or garage, but a4so earn —•
extra income from the sale of the
unwanted items.
Staff photo by Greg Travis
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Senators unimpressed by tax bill address

"Va
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ATTEND CONFERENCE — Andy Jobs, left, president, and
Charles Cella. secretary, Hi-Y Club of Murray High School, were
among the 60 high school students attending the Leadership Training
Conference for Kentucky Young Men's Christian Association at
Boone's Creek this past week. Jobs and Cella both are juniors at Murray High School.

Staff photo by Greg Travis

Prime rate cuts sweep banks
By The Associated Press
President Reagan asked the nation's voters to press balking Congressmen to approve his tax program, saying the three-year plan
to raise more than $98 billion is
needed to keep interest rates on
the decline and prevent the
economy from fading further.
Meanwhile, cuts in the prime
lending rate swept through the
banking industry Monday for the
fourth time in as many weeks,
.leaving the key businessborrowing charge in a range of 14
percent to 14.5 percent, its lowest
level since October 1980.
And the Treasury Department
reported short-term borrowing
costs for the government fell to a
two-year low at Monday's auction
of three and six-month bills.
In his broadcast speech. Reagan
said. "The single most important
question facing us tonight is: Do

MES board to meet
The Murray Electric System
Plant Board will meet at 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday at the MES office.
Items on the agenda include the
annual audit, discussion of board
compensation, customer information control, consideration of use
of credit bureau .services and the
monthly report.

we reduce deficits and interest
rates by raising revenue from
those who are not now paying
their fair share — or do we accept
bigger budget deficits, higher interest rates and higher unemployment simply because we disagree
on certain features of a legislative
package which offers hope for
millions of Americans at home,on
the farm and in the work place?"
The administration has said
lower interest rates are a key to
recovery from recession and has
called for federal spending cuts
and tax increases to prevent the
budget deficit from widening even
further.
The average discount rate on
three month Treasury bills plummeted to 8.616 percent from 10.025
percent a week earlier and the
lowest since the 8.221 percent of
July 28, 1980. The average discount.rate on six-month bills dropped to 9.821, percent from 10.94
percent a week ago, the lowest
level since the 9.765 percent of
Aug. 18, 1980.
The prime rate cut followed a
decision Friday by the Federal
Reserve Board to cut its discount
rate to 10.5 percent, its third halfpoint cut since July 19. Following
the Fed's announcement, several
leading banks moved to cut their
prime rate to 14.5 percent from 15
percent.

WASHING TON , AP ,
Kentucky Sens. Walter "Dee" Huddleston and Wendell Ford, who
voted against the administration's
.tax bill initially, remained unimpressed after hearing President
Reagan's nationally-televised address Monday night.
And two Republican representatives said they are not completely sold on the President's plan
either.
"Setting aside his skills at communicating, the bottom line is that
the President's plan of last year,
the so-called Reaganomics, are
not working," said Huddleston.
-He glossed over the fact that
tax deductions of last year
favored those in higher income
brackets more than the average
citizen and now this tax plan
created by the Republicans poses
a harsher tax on medium and
lower income people," he added.
"I didn't find anything new at
all," Huddleston said. "He obviously has avery difficult time
ahead of him convincing enough
members of the House and
Senate."
"Many Republicans are rejecting him outright and it does pose
a difficult situation for tobacco
growers," Huddleston added.
"And I don't like the tripling of the
telephone tax. It hurts the average
citizen more than the upper income people. I find a number of
flaws in it from my own perspective.
Ford said the President's address didn't change his mind, but
admitted there "... were some
good things, reforms that need to
be made in the bill such as repeal
of the leasing provisions that
allow a profitable corporation to
purchase a tax credit from an unprofitable corporation and neither
will have anytax liability."
HoWever, the President ignored
... the regressive excise taxes on
telephones and cigarettes. He iw
nored the provisions that will
result in increased medical costs
for the elderly. What's fair about
that?"
Ford said the tax increase
would not have been necessary if
Reagan had not asked Congress to
approve his tax cut two years ago
that gave "...too much, too fast, to
too few."
"A tax increase won't bring

doyy II dart est rates. I. ord added
"The only was interest rates will
ever come down is when we bring
unemployment down and it's going to involve something more
than just fiscal policy. Some
changes are going to have to be
made in monetary policy as well
on the part of the Federal Reserve
Board.
Ford said extending unemployment benefits doesn't have to be
part of a taxbill. He said it is an
issue the Senate can handle
separately.
-I think the President did his
usual nice job," said Rep. M. Gene
Snyder, R-Ky. -I don't think there
was anything new that they have
not been telling us from the White
House. He did his usual good job of
presenting it.
-A lot of things in the tax bill
need to be done and some things
don't need to be done," Snyder

said The underlying philosophy
of increasing taxes is, in my opinion, contrary to the philosophy he
has been here-to-fore aspousing. I
Have not yet switched opinions as
he Reagan apparently has I
was with him before he did."
"If you want to cut government
spending, the-130 way is to starve
the bureaucrats and if you feed
them another $100 billion, they're
going to spend it. I'm for him, but
we're just a little off on this bill,"
Snyder said.
Snyder said he and the President have had "... a little spat, but
I'm not divorcing him."
Rep. Hal Rogers, R-Ky., said
the President "... was very persuasive, but not as much as at
Camp David." Rogers was one of
several GOP congressmen invited
to the President's Camp David
retreat to hear a pitch on the tax

proposal
Rogers said he was still
undecided after hearing the
speech. "... especially concerning
the cigarette tax and its impact on
Kentucky, and on the medical
deduction and the witholding on
interest and dividends."
The 5th District representative
said he kept hoping that a conference committee would make
some adjustment to the package.
"Reagan told me yesterday
(Sunday he had attempted to get
that ( cigarette tax reduced but
the committee would not agree to
it. I hope before the bill comes to a
vote, we can get that adjusted but
I don't know the procedure to
try," Rogers added.
"I'm sure the public was impressed, because they have not
given as much thought to the bill
as we have."
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Reagan's tax demand...
Continued From Page 1)
especially those in lower-income
brackets."
Sen. David Boren, D-Okla., who
White House spokesman Larry
appeared with Foley, stopped
short of an outright endorsement Speakes said Monday the vote "is
saying "we must live in the real an important leadership question
world and the fact is that the ad- and all Republican members of
ministration's program is not • -Congress should realize that it is
important to the president's proworking."
-We can't simply keep saying gram, important to the party and
prosperity is just around the cor- important to success in the fall
ner" because such statements are elections."
"like a fireman telling people in a
Kemp disagreed.
burning building not to worry, it
"The president is big enough to
may rain next week," Boren said.
tolerate a debate over ideas,"
Reagan,trying to calm the fears Kemp said. "And I would hope
of conservative Republicans, said
that those on his staff or beneath
the three-year $98.3 billion tax
him would come to that conclusion
hike "absolutely does not repre- ultimately, as well."
sent any reversal of policy or
White House officials have said
philosophy on the part of this ad- that gaining the 218 votes
necessary to assure a House vicministration."
"Make no mistake about it," tory will require a coalition of
Reagan declared, "This is a com- perhaps 80 Republicans and the
rest Democrats.
promise. I had to swallow hard to
A House Democratic aide
agree to any revenue increase."
But, he contended, "Much of agreed that at least half the 192
Republicans would be "a necessithis bill will make our tax system
more fair for every American, ty"for passage.

t

The vote is "going to have an
impact on his future effectiveness
as a president and as a leader of
our party and I would hope the bill
would pass with at least 100
Republican votes in the House,"
said Senate Finance Committee
Chairman Bob Dole, R-Kan.
"The president sets our
economic policy and I think particularly Republicans should try
to find some way to support the
president," Dole said.
Reagan mentioned the nation's
recession only briefly, saying it
was "bottoming out without resorting to quick fixes. Now, there
won't be a sudden boom or upsurge."
Reagan said that about $32
billion of the extra revenue in the
measure would be raised by collection of taxes owed but not being
paid. "To all of you who are paying your tax, simple fairness says
we should collect from those who
are freeloading.
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DESTROY — Two-year-old Robin Hawkins fondly cuddles one of her instruments of destruction, an electric
drill. In the past two months she has destroyed at least 2,296.37 of her family's property, including the
dishwasher, refrigerator, TV and the family car.
AP Laserphoto)

Elvis fans visit gravesite, Graceland
By WOODY BAIRD
Associated Press Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (API —
Braving a deluge of rain and a
horde of trinket salesmen, Elvis
fans by the thousands made their
journeys of love to commemorate
the fifth anniversary of the rock 'n
roll singer's death.
"It was our love- for Elvis that
brought us here." said Becky Robbins of Enfield, Conn. "It's not a
vacation."
She and two hometown friends,
Diana Young and Lydia French,
each carried a single, red rose as
they waited among the capacity
crowd of 4,300 to visit the Presley
gravesite.
Tours at the Graceland,
Presley's mansion, were brisk
Monday as the sellout crowds that
began last weekend continued and
floral arrangements, some
Yetiembling a guithr, other's in the
shape of a heart, filled the path to
the Elvis memorial.

Graceland spokesman David
Beckwith said the mansion normally gets 3,000 visitors a day, but
its hours were extended for the anniversary and the preceding
weekend to admit a capacity of
about 4,300 people daily.
Like many Presley fans, the
three Conneticut women had been
to Graceland before. And they
planned to tour the mansion four
times during a three-day stay in
Memphis.
"Even though it's raining it's
been wonderful," Mrs. Young
said.
The women said they put aside
$7 each a week to finance trips to
Graceland every other year.
"We have a . special bank account," said Mrs. Young, the
treasurer for the group."The girls
give it to me every week. It's our
Ittemptfis account." Graceland opened to public tours on June 7, for $5 a person.
Shortly after Presley was buried

in 1977, his gravesite, which is
near the mansion, was opened to
the public, but fans were not
allowed into the house.
Since its opening, 225,000
tourists have visited the mansion,
Beckwith said.
Although the spirits of Elvis
faithful weren't dampened by the
rain, the business of souvenir
sellers who filled a blue and white
circus tent across the street did
flounder under the bad weather.
Most of the Graceland visitors'ignored the leaking.tent.
A shopping center of more than
a dozen souvenir stores has grown
up across the street from
Graceland. But the fifth anniversary of Presley's death plus the
opening of the mansion brought in
outside talent with truckloads of
Elvis trinkets.
-"I expected to turn about $10,000- fly T-shirts,-but we'have not turned
more than $1,200," said Warren
Preis of Chicago.
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Hinckley's seen
as definite psycho
after hospital stay
We thought so before, but were sure of it now'
John W. Hinckley Jr. is as crazy as a loon.
That was apparent at his trial. What surfaced
there — especially the reading of the psychotic
poetry and letters he had written — was enough to
convince the jury.
But then, it was in his own interest to act crazy,
because it was his only defense. So, when the jury
acquitted him, some public doubt remained as to
whether his insanity was real.
No doubt remains. Had Hinckley just been playacting to win an acquittal, he would have spent the
last six weeks trying to prove his sanity to
psychiatrists in order to win a release from the
mental hospital.
Since he has been there, he has only reinforced
the jury's finding by continuing his bizarre
hehavior. In a series of letters and other writings,
he has shown himself to be insane, pathetically and
passionately consumed with a perverted obsession
for actress Jodie Foster, a woman he has never
met.
First, in a letter to the New York Post, he wrote:
"Here's a clue for you all: Jodie irW fall."
Then, in a letter to a New York Times reporter:
"I am Napoleon and she is Josephine. I am Romeo
and she is Juliet.... The world can't touch us. Society can't bring us down. Jodie can't ignore the
history. The shooting outside the Washington Hilton
Hotel was the greatest love offering in the history of
the world."
And, in a poem he wrote, he imagines himself
visiting Foster: "She couldn't come to me, so I
raped her and killed her and shot myself."
Obviously, as psychiatrists have told a federal
judge, Hinckley is insane; "unpredictably
dangerous" to Foster in particular, but also to
society as a whole..The judge was right to order that
Hinckley be confined to a mental hospital indefinitely.
Hinckley belongs behind bars for a good long
time, perhaps even longer than if he had been found
sane and guilty at his trial. The bars he will be
behind will be those of a mental hospital, but that is
right, for insane people like Hinckley do not belong
in prisons.
In the case of John Hinckley Jr., justice is being
served.
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Pilots payoffs are
passing Congress
Airline pilots, who make up to $100,000 a year,
have a well-heeled and influential labor union. This
elite group is pushing a little piece of sweetheart
legislation through Congress, with the apparent
blessing of the White House.
Some see it as a pay-off for the pilots because they
kept flying last year when the air controllers
struck.
The proposal, tacked onto a routine aviation insurance bill I HR 5930 in a converence committee,
vronkt equir airlines- to-part..)4.....i., benefits to—
employees affected by mergers and acquistions.
Pilots would get up to 60 percent of their high
salaries for up to fiye years if they are furloughed.
No such federal protection is given to any other
workers in the private sector. The pilots don't need
this little political plum at the expense of the traveling public.
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An hour of good old Glenn Miller
music can dispell parkway loneliness
One of the most lonesome stretches
of highway this side of Nevada has
got to be the West Kentucky
Parkway. especially in the middle of
he night.
Cathryn and I came down it about
that time this past Sunday, having
been in Louisville over the weekend
for a look in on our 19-month-old
grand-daughter.
What the state wouldn't give, on
the other hand, to have the flow of
traffic over 1-65 between
Elizabethtown and Louisville
diverted along the West Kentucky
Parkway for just one day!
Whenever we go to Louisville or
come home from there, invariably,
we will jokingly compare that stretch
of 1-65 as "hitting white water," implying it's something like we would
imagine it would be to go down the
rapids of Snake River in a rubber
raft.
It's a white kunckle stretch, and
you're not over it when you get to
Louisville. You've still got those nuts
on the Watterson Expressway to contend with.
At one time, having spent many an
hour in such traffic going 19 miles to
and from work in St. Louis, I got kind
of used to 60 miles-per-hour, bumperto-bumper, fender-to-fender traffic,

but 14 years of driving amid the
peace and quiet of Murray's streets
has me out of shape.
I'm almost inclined nowadays to
get down and kiss the earth once we
safely make one of4hose Louisville
runs and back.
• • •
The monotony of the late-night
drive down the Parkway Sunday
night was somewhat lessened
however, by some REAL honest-togoodness music a young man at the
Leitchfield FM radio station by the
name of Bob Roseburg —the same as
the pro golfer — was playing.
It has been our experience when
traveling to be able to pick up only an
occasional program worth the listening time on either AM or FM. At first,
the FM stations carried some good,
esay-listening music, but now, most
of them play the same jungle-beat
bilge that is so predominent on the
AM stations.
This young man, Roseburg,
however, had put some work into the
hour-long program we listened to as
we traveled that dark, almost
deserted stretch from Leitchfield on
down.
His program was all Glenn Miller
band music, and to a couple of "swingers" of yesterday, there is none

sweeter.
Roseburg played them all --"Tuxedo Junction," "Chattanooga ChooChoo," "Pennsylvania 6500." "String
of Pearls," "In the Mood," "Elmer's
Tune," "American_ Patroll," and on
and on.
• • •
Before each one, he would take a
few minutes to give an interesting
dissertation on it —when it was written and recorded, where the idea for
the tune came from and how it tied
into the "mood of the people" just
before and during World War II.
Each number brought back many
cherished memories for us both —the
big band dances in the tobacco barn
and the Legion Gym as well as the
juke box at Rafe's Restaurant in
Mayfield, Murray State dances on
the stage of Lovett Auditorium and in
the gymnasiums of the Carr Health
Building as well as impromptu sessions under the stars with the gang,
dancing to car radio music on the
Farmington highway bridges.
That would be too dangerous now,
but in those happy days, it was great
fun, just as remembering it all Sunday night while listening to
Roseburg.
By the time he said "Goodnight"
with the promise to feature another

i

big band's music and give some of its
backgroud and history on his next
program, we were clearing the Central City toll gate
Thanks to him and his Glenn Miller
music, we had just about forgotten
how lonesome the Parkway can be in
the middle of the night.
• • •
Going to Louisville in mid-morning
last Friday, we were treated to a
rather impressionable demonstration of the lack of respect our
legislators apparently have for the
laws they pass.
We were moving along with the
traffic at about the posted speed limit
when this red Cadillac with a.creamcolored top cruised by us like we
were going the other way. Within,
three minutes, it had passed
everyone in sight and was a mere
speck in the distance, soon disappearing altogether.
Right on his bumper was a
Southern Bell Telephone semi-trailer
doing his best to pass or run over the
Cadillac.
They shot by us in seconds, but not
before I noticed the license plate on
the Cadillac. It read. "House 1" and
right under it was the word
"Representative." Anyone have any
idea who that might have been?
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letter to the editor

To The Editor,
Kinney Shoes just became a part of
the Murray Community. I'm writing
to you, not as a Kinney Employee,
but from a personal viewpoint. During my Twenty plus years with Kinney's, I've assisted in opening new
stores from Maryland South
throughout the Southeast.
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Local residents praised by newcomers
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Murray, Kentucky was the most
pleasant new store opening I've ever
experienced. We had our pre-opening
problems as always. That is part of
the job. Why was Murray so different?
THE PEOPLE!
rin convinced your community is

composed of the nicest people in the
nation. We weren't just a new
business in town, we were new
neighbors and treated accordingly.
Hindsight, I wish we had maintained
a Guest Book to enable us to Thank
everyone on an individual basis.
We opened an account at the Bank
of Murray, but Bob Manning from
the bank was out scouting permanent
living quarters for our manager and
assistant manager. Not his job. Just
being nice. Doug Stephens and his
staff from the Holiday Inn treated all
of the opening crew as if they were
staying in the guest rooms of their
homes. Just being nice. Bob and

Ellen Mosley from CBL Management, treated the younger members
of the crew like they were their own
kids. Just being nice. Mrs. Munch
and Mrs. Butterworth I two names I
remember) stopped by and welcomed us to Murray. Just being nice. And
it goes on and on.
Our goal in the future will be to
have our "Neighbors" leave Kinney's in Murray satisified and saying we were "Just being nice." I envy
your community. they are mighty
fine people.
Sincerely,
Don Hottilnger
District Manager.
Kinney Shoes Corporation

by john cunniff

business mirror

Interest rates reach borrowing zone
NEW YORK I Al' I - Interest rates
are just now falling into a range
where a business person might begin
to consider borrowing to expand
rather than borrowing just to stay
alive.
'Generally speaking. expansion
doesn't take place if money costs 15
percent. which is probablymore than
could be earned from expansion
unless the company has a great product or great management.
With the prime falling under 15 percent, and the Federal Reserve seemingly intent on bringing it a couple of
mints lower, some business people
can begin-to-think about coining out,
of the foxholes.
But not while more than 30 percent

of plant capacity is idle, not when demand for many products is halved.
And especially. not when there is no
certainty the trend to lower-cost
money will continue.
On a quarter-to-quarter basis, says
Jack Lavery, Merrill Lynch chief
economist. "Real business investment spending does not turn positive
in our forecast uptil the second
quarter of 1983."
On a year-to-year basis, Lavery
doesn't expect any increase until the
final quarter of 1983, mainly because
of idle plant space. small order
backlogs, and the need to repair cot ..porate balance sheets..
Many ciimpanies that have slay iv- •
.41 were Willy'damaged.9 1114111C IMO

doesn't show starkly in the statistics.
as does the number of bankruptcies.
Companies are encumbered with
short-term survival loans to be worked down or refinanced for longer
terms at lower rates.
Efforts to improve balance sheets
have brought out some of the same
innovative spirit that used to
characterize marketing efforts.
Shocked rePeatedly• over the past
few years by shrinking markets and
and by
soaring interest rates
forecasts of recoveries that didn't
• businesses are likely to
conic
await proof that times have changed
But they can begin thinking again
at vont the fidiire
-

Ten years tigo
Cathy Crutcher has won the national title in softball throw at National Special Olympics at Los
Angeles, Calif.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Will
t Henrietta) Belcher,84,
Joe Sills is the new director and
James L. Light, Jr., is the new
associate director of the Murray
High School Band.
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club has given the residential yard of the month title to Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Miller and the business
yard of the month title to Murray
Electric System with J.C. Houston as
gardener.
Kathy Outland and Jill Austin won
the 12 and under tennis doubles title
in Kentucky Central Tennis Tournament.
Twenty years ago
Hartz-Kirkpatrick Construction of
Owensboro was the apparent low bidder today on the !Yew hospital for
Murray and Calloway County. The
bid was for $1.398,386.
Cadet Jerald 0. Savells, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Savells. has completed six weeks of training in ROTC
Summer Camp at Fort Bragg, N.C.
James Usrey of Memphis. formerly of Calloway County, will speak at a
gospel meeting Aug. 20-27 at Almo
Church of Christ.
Harold E. Miller, son of Mrs. Lillie
Miller of Murray. and his wife both
received their Master of Arts degrees
at Western State College, Bowling
Green. on Aug. 3. He teaches industrial arts at Shawnee High School,
Louisville.
Thirty years ago
Jimmy Thompson of Hazel was
judged best showman of 4-H Club
members and Bobby McDougal of
Murray of Future Farmers of
America members at Junior Jersey
Dairy Show here on Aug. 15.
Deaths reported include Charles
Statleton.
A special feature story about Hilda
Dulaney who is returning to Germany' to resume her teaching position there is published today. The
story is by Jo Burkeen,
Miss Tennie Breckenridge and
Mrs. Kirk Pool of Murray Business
and Professional Women's Club are
attending the state board meeting of
B&PW Clubs at Lexington.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number'must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor. The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray. Ky.
42071..
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Anniversary celebration Sunday
Mr and Mrs. Luther
Suggs of the Lynn Grove
conununity will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception on Sunday. Aug. 22
The event, hosted by
their children and grandchildren, will be at the
Community Room of the
North Branch of Peoples
Bank. Al! relatives and
friends are invited to call
between the hours of 2 to 5
p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Suggs
were married Aug. 23,
1932, at Bell City by the
Rev. Elmer Motheral at
his home. Their attendants were Rosen Kemp
Story and Curtis Story.
Mrs. Suggs. the former
Odell Todd. is the
daughter of the late
Author Todd and Maud
Enoch Todd. Mr. Suggs is
the son of the late Charlie
Suggs and Mary Kemp
Suggs.

Wedding vows will be read Sept. 18

Mr. and Mrs. Luther Suggs
Their two daughters .lnd.
are Mrs. Tom I Lilly)
Steve Rowland, Bobby
Adams Of Sugar Grove, Rowland, Mrs. Terry
III., and Ms. Hilda
Barbara ) Lee. Tommy
Rowland of Indianapolis, Adams and Todd Adams

are their grandchildren.
Amanda Rowland, Brad
Rowland, Renee Rowland
and Teresa Lee are their
great-granchildren.

datebook
Justin Ray Holland born
Mr. and Mrs. James Ray Holland, Queensway
Drive, are the parents of a son, Justin Ray,
weighing six pounds, measuring 19 inches, born Friday. Aug. 13, at 2:59 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They have a daughter, Stephanie
Ann. 4.
The mother, the former Vickie Workman, has
been employed at the Murray Ledger & Times. The
father is a car dealer with Holland Motor Sales.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Holland,
Rt. 3, and Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Workman, Hazel.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Rex Jones.
Rt. 3. and Mrs. Susie Workman. Murray.

Keith Allen Wright born
Mr. and Mrs. Rheamond H. Wright, Rt. 1. are the
parents of a son. Keith Allen, weighing six pounds
10 ounces. measuring 2012 inches. born Tuesday,
Aug. 3, at 4:53 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. They have a daughter, Rhea Ann,4.
The mother is the former Anna Galloway and is
on leave from the McCracken County School
System. The father is a self-employed farmer.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Hasten Wright. Rt.
1. Stella community. and Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
Galloway, Rt. 8.

Guild to meet Thursday
The Murray Art Guild will have an important
business meeting on Thursday. Aug. 19, at 10 a.m.
at the guild. located at 103 North Sixth St.
Larrie Clark, president, urges all members and
interested persons to attend.

Astronomers plan meeting
West Kentucky Amateur Astronomers will meet
Thursday, Aug. 19, at 8 p.m. in Golden Pond
Visitors Center, Land Between the Lakes.
The group will be discussing last month's eclipse
of the moon, according to a group spokesman who
invites all interested persons to attend.

Tennis play Thursday

Chapter plans cam pout

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.

Twin fakers Chapter of Recreational Vehicle
Association of West Kentucky will have its monthly
eampout Friday. Saturday and Sunday at Columbus Belmont State Park. A potluck supper will be
served Saturday evening at the campsite of the
wagonmasters. Hugh and Larue Wallace, with Fred
and Martha Butterworth as assistants.
C.W. Jones, president of the chapter, urges all
members to attend. Ned Wilson is vice president
and Beth Wilson is secretary-treasurer.
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Christine Montgomery
to marry Steven J. Niemeier

Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will meet at 6 p.m.
at home of David and
Aleshia Cunningham, Utterback Road.

Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Wednesday, Aug. 18
Citizens.

Thursday, Aug. 19
try Club.

Ladies day golf with
Betty Lowry as hostess
will start at 9 a.m. at
Murray Country Club.
• Thursday,Aug. 19
Calloway County
Faculty-Staff Tennis
Tournament will be from.
6 to 8:30 p.m. at Calloway
County High School Tennis Courts.

Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.

Murray Art Guild will
meet at 10 a.m. at the
guild, 103 North Sixth St.
Joint meeting of Murray, Emblem of Mayfield
and Paducah Business
and Professional
Women's Clubs will be at
7 p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant.

Murray -Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce will have its
quarterly meeting at 7:30
Murray Assembly No. a.m. at
Community
19 Order of Rainbow for Room of North
Branch of
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. Peoples Bank.
Coffee and
at lodge hall.
doughnuts will be
available at a minimum
Memorial Baptist charge.
Church will have a churchwide skating party
West Kentucky
from 8 to 10 p.m. at Roller Amateur —Astronomers
Skating of Murray. Club will meet at 8
p.m.
Highway 641 North.
at Golden Pond Visitors
Center, Land Between
Murray Optimist Club the Lakes.
will meet at 6 p.m. at
Joe's Family Restaurant.
Twin Lakes Antique
Car Club will meet at 7
Wednesday, Aug. 18
p.m. at Gateway
Ladies day luncheon Restaurant,
Draffenville.
with Debbie Pardue and
Joyce Nunnally as
Temple Hill Chapter
chairmen will be served No. 511 Order of
Eastern
at noon at Oaks Country Star will meet at
7:30
Club. Golf with Wanda p.m. at lodge hall.
Brown as hostess and
bridge with Mabel
Murray Women of the
Rogers as hostess will be Moose are scheduled
to
played at 9:30 a.m.
meet at 8 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. in third
Men's Stag Night is
floor classroom of scheduled at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Murray Country Club
Hospital.
with Al Yurcus, Mike
Holton, Ron Foster and
Hazel and Douglas Rick Miller in charge.
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acCouples Tennis will be
tivities by Senjor at 6 p.m.atMurrayCoun-

Mothers Morning Out is
scheduled at 9 a.m. at
Carol Poe Group of Good Shepherd United
First Baptist Church is Methodist Church

Hospital patients listed
Adults 141
Nursery 4
8-12-82
Newborn admissions
Sharon Edwards and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Hardin.
Dismissals
Glen M. Joiner, Rt. 1,
Alrno; Jordon Gray, 91
Shady Oaks; Amanda N.
Walker, Rt. 3; Sandra K.
Wallace, Rt. 2. Puryear,
Tenn.; Robert R. Miller,
Rt. 3; Dorothy M. Crittendon,221 Oak. Mayfield.
Finney Stewart, Rt. 2.
Puryear, Tenn.; Frank
W. Rougemont, 701 Elm
St.; Sallie Spiceland, Rt.
4; Eugene Scott, 216
South 11th St.: Gilbert A.
Young, 1510 Story; Coel
Compton, Kirksey;
Thomas R. Oliver,
Wingo.
Adults 125
Nursery 5
8-13-82
Newborn admissions
Kathy Wimberley and
baby girl, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tenn.
Norma Turner and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.
Vickie Holland and
baby boy, Rt. 7.
Dismissals
Jamarik R. Shelton, 221
South 12th St., Mayfield;
Nanetta S. Roges Rt. I;
Iona Fay Riley, Rt. 2,
Benton; Mary F. Briggs,
Rt. 2. Dover, Tenn.: Ruby
I.. I.ickept, Rt. 1,

Puryear, Tenn.; Alice V.
Barnhill, 614 Pearl.
Metropolis,Ill.
Harriet E. Martin, Rt.
1; Georgana K. Rhodes,
CR 271-E, New Concord;
Joseph T. Cash, 1209 Murray St., Mayfield; Elaine
E. Etherton, Box 871; Edna Jean Broach, 711
Story: Geraldine C.
Sykes. Box 935, Paris,
Tenn.
Irvan Gale Garrison,
2511 Natchez Trace.
Nashville, Tenn.; Cluster
Marie Paul, 840 South
Third St., Mayfield; Norman L. Frazier, Jr., Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Robbie
B. Bucy, 701 Earl Ct.;
Marcus G. Hargrove Rt.
5; Jerry W. Kucaba, Rt.
4, Benton.
William Stanley
Grogan, Fern Terrace
Lodge; James F. Brown.
506 SiziiiTh-13th SL ; Thai'
Faye Kennedy, Rt. 1, Cottage Grove Tenn.; Mary
Serena Greene, 1503 Cardinal Dr.; Laura Rogers,
609 Ellis Dr.; Felix E.
Williams, Rt. 5.
Roger L. Easley, Rt. 4,
Paris, Tenn.; Anna Rella
Farmer, Rt. 7; Vera
Myrle King, 305 North
Eighth St.; Layton
Youngblood, Fern Terrace Lodge; Emma R.
Edwards, Rt. 1, Almo;
Beatrice Crump, Rt. 3;
Henry C. McPherson, Rt.
I, Sedalia.

Women's clubs to meet
Murray, Emblem of
Mayfield and Paducah
Business and Professional Women's Clubs
will host a joint meeting
of Region One Clubs on
Thursday, Aug. 19.

The buffet dinner
meeting will be begin at 7
p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Guest speaker will be
Heidi M a r gulis ,

ghe

Sale starts Aug. 18th 9 a.m.
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FALL WINTER MERCHANDISE
We Will Be Open Until 7:30 p.m.
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Quitting Business
Limited edition Prints, by well-known artists. All equipment — saws, vices, cutters, chopper-guns, compressor
moulding-glass, matts, frames. $50,000 going at Low
Prices.

20% ,o 70/

OFF

All Cash -No Bank Cards
.
Must Liquidate in 30 days
South Second St. Union City. In.
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Coming events announced
Tuesday, Aug. 17
Calloway County
Faculty-Staff Tennis
Tournament will be from
6 to 8:30 p.m. at new tenrriS' courts at Calloway
County High School.
Retirees of Local 1068
UAW-AFL-CIO will have
a potluck supper at First
Christian Church at 5:30
p.m.

CHEST14u1

TwEIRE WILL SE
NOW.E111 TO .01

Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Montgomery of Murray
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter. Christine, to
Steven J. Niemeier, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Niemeier of Evansville,
Ind.
Both Miss Montgomery
and Mr. Niemeier received their Bachelor of
Science in Business
degrees in May 1982 from
Murray State University.
They both majored in
computer systems
management.
The bride-elect and
groom -elect are
employed with McDonnell Douglas Automation
Co.,St. Louis, Mo.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday.
Sept. 18. at 1 p.m. at St.
Leo's Catholic Church. A
reception will follow in
the Parrish Center.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday. Aug. 19, at 9 a.m. at the club.
For a substitute call Georgiana Moffitt.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Sue
Overbey, Jeanetta Williams, Judy Carroll and
Sharron Brown; Court Two — Lois Keller, Nancy
Whitmer, Patsy Oakley and Frankie McNutt; Court
Three — Peggy Billington; Joni Billington, Brenda
Marquardt and Jenny S. Smock; Court Four —
Lynn Stout, Emmy Edwards, Patsy Miller and
Lana Smith.

Ann Russell,
bride-elect of
Charles B. Kane,
has made her
selection of pottery. The wedding
will be September
4.

Mai-ray Ledger & Times
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Heidi Margulls
president-elect of the
Kentucky Federation of
Business and Professional Women's Clubs.
She will be speaking on
''commitment and
Achievement • Through
136IPW.."
All members are urged
to attend this special
meeting, according to
Carrie E. Beale. public
relations chairman of
Murray Club.
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Murray State may have a budding Bryant Gurnbel in Racer
football tailback Ellery Moreland.
Ellery now does his own radio
show at the University radio station.
From Seminole High School in
Seminole, Fla., Ellery came_ to
Murray State because of Terry
Love, his teammate out at College
of the Canyons Junior College in
California.
A senior radio and television
major, Ellery hopes to get a job
after graduation this May in the
industry out in California. Right
now he has his mind on the Racers
and football, and we football fans
will be watching him do his stuff
this fall.
• • •
Congratulations go to Lee
Holcomb who took her golf game
over to Mayfield and came back
with a trophy. Lee won the Girls'
Division of the Mayfield Junior
God Tournament held recently at
the Mayfield Golf and Country
Club. Good luck with all of your
golf, Lee.
• • •
Vickie and Dale Nance have
been having a ball this summer
playing in the various couples'
golf tournaments around the area.
They both love golf and each
weekend will see them taking off
to play in the area. Vickie and I
were chatting about the names of
the different tournaments — such
as Beaus and Belles, Drakes and
Hens, Guys and Dolls — you name
it, and they call it a very descriptive name. Vickie and Dale won a
prize in the first flight recently, so
that made it even more fun.
• • •
In a recent article, this working
mother gave some unusual tips for
other working mothers:
"What's a mother to do?
"The baby boom is back in full
swing. Today, more than at any
other time in the past 25 years,
more couples are having more
children and the phenomenon
shows no sign of slowing.
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The second annual reunion of the Shelton-Coles
families was on Saturday, July 3, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
A basket lunch was
served. We all had such
a good time, talking
about our childhood days
together and we are so
proud to be descendants
of the Shelton and Coles
families. Our mothers

Stanley
1 Terrace
F. Brown,
SL Thula
, Rt. 1, Cot'nn.: Mary
1503 Carra Rogers,
Felix E.

and fathers taught us to
love one another," a
family spokesman said.
The family member added "We had almost one
member of each family
there. We have one aunt
left, Mrs. Cozy Phillips,
86, of Paducah, out of the
12 Shelton children. Mrs.
Bessie Coles who married
George Coles, both
deceased, was one of the
Shelton children. They

had six children who still
live here in Calloway
County and two sons who
are deceased."
Cousins from
Louisville, Paris Landing, Tenn., Henderson,
Princeton, Paducah, Farmington, Calloway County and Murray were present.
Attending were the
following:
Mr. and Mrs. T.G.
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The Byers Family reunion was on Saturday, July 17, at the Community
Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
Lunch was served and
a day of visiting and
reminiscing was enjoyed
by the group, a family
spokesman said.
Present for the occasion were the following:
Elvin and Maydell
Byers Lee, Terry Lee,
Louise Childress. Johnny
and Sandy Childress and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Lassiter and family,
Louie Sieting. Tanya Lee
and son, all of Dexter.
Dewey and Hazel Scalf
and family, R.W. and
Jean Scarborough and
family, Mary Watkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Bullard, Harvie Smith,
Marry Ann Tucker and
children, Leon and
Pauline Byers Henderson, Mr. and Mrs. J.D.

Henderson, June Ann
Jones and children. Kay
Duncan and son, Jackie
Hill and children, Mr. and
Mrs. - Donald Thorn and
family, Marie Byers
Miller. Artie Bryant
Byers,all of Murray.
Luella Byers Dotson,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Byers and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Junior Thorn
and son, Judy Darnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Duncan and family, Hilda
Warren,all of Benton.
Leroy and Virginia
I.aPorte and family,
Kathy Hershey and
daughter, Romulus,
Mich.; Raymond and
Thelma Byers Thorn,
Almo; Mildred Byers
Johnston and Tammy,
Hardin; Nancy Young
and daughter, Princeton;
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Childress and family,
Rogersville, Ala.
Milburn Hill, Sandy
Hill Warren, Patty Hill

erlikulho

Barrett, Patricia Hill
Jackson, Jerry Hill, Jr.,
all of Warren, Mich.;
Margaret Hill Hart, New
Baltimore, Mich.: Mr.
and Mrs. Linville Byers,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hill
and family, and Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Byers, all of
Paducah.

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Joe Hale
Kelly Hale, cousin of
the groom, was flower
girl. Her dress was
similar to the other attendants. She carried a
white basket with blue
ribbons and dropped
white rose petals.
The groom wore a
white tuxedo with a white
boutonniere with
greenery.
Terry Tucker was
bestman. Groomsmen
were Jackie Smith and
Mark Herndon. Scott
Bazzell. cousin of groom,
was junior groomsman.
Timothy Young. also a
cousin of groom, was
ringbearer.
The ushers were Jimmy Baker, Kerry Todd
and Dennis Green.
The attendants wore
blue tuxedoes with white
shirts with blue trimmed
ruffles.
Mrs. Connor, the
bride's mother, wore a
long formal burgundy
gown and the groom's
mother was attired in a
long formal gown of pink.
blue, purple and green.
Their corsages were
white carnations with
tiny white rose buds and
4reenery.
The bride's grandmother, Mrs. Effie
Kemp, and the groom's
grandmothers, Mrs-.
Virginia Hale and Mrs.

Hubert Bazzell. had corsages of carnations.
Leslie Kemp, aunt of
the bride, was director of
the wedding.
Reception
A reception followed in
the church social hall.
The bride's table was
covered with a white lace
cloth and centered with
an arrangement of silk
spring flowers. The same
colors were used to
decorate the three-tiered
wedding cake. Silver appointments were used to
serve cake, punch, nuts
and mints.
Mrs. Jo Lovett. aunt of
the bride, directed the
reception. Serving were
Frankie Horton, Shirley
Bazzell, Peggy Bazzell,
Carma Lisa Boren and
Genny Hargis.
Crista Burgess, cousin
of groom, presided at the
guest register at the table
covered with a white lace
cloth holding the bride's
throw-away bouquet.
reception scrolls, bride's
wedding book and .a
feather pen.
Michael Lovett handed
out rice bags.
The couple spent a
week in Gatlinburg.
Tenn., World's Fair at
Knoxville, Tenn.. and
Florida.
They are now at home
on Rt. 1, Kirksey. where
the groom is a farmer.

THE MOVIE STORE
— Videocassette Rentals —
901-6441003

324.0 Tyson Ave., Paris, TN
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Rehearsal dinner
The groom's parents
entertained with a
rehearsal dinner at Seven
Seas for the couple and
wedding party. The hosts
'
presented the bride with
a banquet arrangement
if flowers in a basket.

FRAMERS
GALLERY, INC.
Presents
Nationally Known
Portrait Painter

Joseph Routon
will be in
the Gallery
Tuesday' Augusf 1 7
Wednesday August
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
He
be finishing
0 portrait of
Moss Clara M (ogle
We invite the public
to come by
,ee him work see his barrio
on display and us,? with h
A free gift from the
gallery tb oil
VISIrors these 2 day,

The Village 641 No753-0077
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ANNOUNCES KGISTRATION
Wednesday - August 18, 1982
9:30 AM - 5:30 PM
Classes in. Tap-Ballet Jazz-Gymnastics
Boys & Girls Ages 4 and up
Murray, Ky. Corner

of S. 9th and Fairlane

753-4647

Welcome to the Wonderful New World of Michelsons Jewelers
now open in the Chestnut Hills Shopping Center.
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Bel Air Center
is pleased to announce that Tammy
Steele. bride-elect
of Barry Rogers.
has made her selections from our
Bridal Registry for
Decorative Accessories. Taimny
and Barry will be
•ifi married September
:
:1, 1982.

;
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COPY AVAILABLE

Howard and Geneva
Hauser, Porter and
Mildred Garrett. Sid and
Anna Laura Riley. Mr.
and Mrs. Truett George,
Sr., Roy Glenn Hill, Lisa
Garlend, Doris Robertson, Robert George,
Elizabeth Williams, Hattie George.
Bruce. Christine and
Tina Ratterree, Bailie
Williams, Jane and Carmon Morton, Holland
Shelton, R.G. and Helen
Shelton, Hicks and Reba
Shelton, Mr. and Mrs.
Vester Shelton. Barbara
Francis and Sue and Eddie Dortch.

Miss Kinder I.CAIIII
Baker and Jimmy Joe
Hale were married at the
First United Methodist
Church on Frida) June
25, at 7 3O pm
Dr Walter E. Mischke.
Jr.. and the Rev. Ricky
Cunningham officiated at
the double ring
ceremony. A program of
music was presented by
Mrs. Bea Farrell.
organist, and Mrs.
Margie Shown,soloist.
The bride is the
daughter of Mrs. Bettye
Baker Connor. The
groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs Dwayne Hale.
The altar was covered
with a large arrangement
of spring flowers. Two
seven-branch candelabra
were on each side and a
three branch unity
candelabrum was in the
center. The family pews
were marked with light
blue bows.
The bride
The bride was escorted
to th altar by her uncle,
Hal Kemp, and given in
marriage by her mother
and uncle.
She wore a formal Victorian gown of white
sheer organza over bridal
taffeta. It was adorned
with Venice and Chantilly
lace, designed with a hasque bodice, a high lace
neckline and a sheer net
yoke._ with schiffle embroidery. A wide Chantilly lace ruffle extended
over the shoulder and to
the center back.
Her bouffant skirt was
enhanced with individual
lace motifs. Five rows of
Chantilly lace ruffles encircled the hemline and
swept into a cathedral
train.
She wore a waist length
veil of imported silk illusion edged in Venice lace
attached to an open Juliet
headpiece of lace and
seed pearls.
The bride carried a
white lace fan with an arrangement of all white
roses, stephanotis. fern
and greenery.
Her something old was
her aunt's grandmother's
engagement ring; her
something new was her
dress; her something borrowed was her aunt's
pearl earrings. She carried a lucky penny in her
shoe.
Teresa Brown was the
maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Laura
Brown and Lisa Hale. the
latter a sister of the
groom. Melissa Baker.
sister of the bride, was
junior bridesmaid.
The attendants wore
pale blue quiana gowns
with chiffon capes and
had litle blue flowers in
their hair. Each carried
three white silk roses tied
with blue-ribbons.

Lgitdia Cocletax
Duce & Gyoutagia Studio

The ShoWcase •
7534641

Shelton, Jr., Hilman
Coles, Mr. and Mrs.
Cletus Shelton, Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Coles. Craig
Coles, Cloteal Coles, Mr.
and Mrs. George Waters,
Charles and Doris
Fosberg, Prudye Adams,
Lela Coles,

Baker-Hale vows solemnized

a•lhe

We are pleased
to announce that
Ann Russell,
bride-elect of
Charles B. Kane,
has selected her
pottery from our
complete bridal
registry. Ann and
Charles will be
married
September 4.
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.But with a large majority of
mothers holding down full or parttime jobs. and still shouldering the
bulk of child-rearing responyears ago when she brought her
first child home and suddenly
discovered that it took more than
24 hours in a day and two
paychecks to keep herself and her
household in good working order.
It also took plently of creativity
and the wise advice of mothers
who had already discovered that
marbles are great for cleaning
baby bottles, cornstarch is a terrific baby powder or dental floss is
ideal for mending tears in playpen
netting.
"Having mastered the task of
bringing up -baby, she decided it
was only fair to share some of the
inventive time and money-saving
tips she picked up along the way.
And that's exactly what she's done
in The Baby Hints Handbook
(Fawcett/Columbine, $3.95i. a
much-needed collection of practical hints that can make every
mother's life a little easier and
lots more fun.
"The following is a sampling of
Madden's innovative tips:
"•Instead of shaking on baby
powder, pour a little in the palm of
your hand and smooth it over your
baby's skin. Baby powder can be
harmful to the lungs, and this
helps prevent either of you from
breathing too much of it.
-*Never hold diaper pins in
your mouth. Baby might imitate
Mommy.
• ".Attach a few diaper pins to
your key chain. You'll always
have extras when you're away
from home.
"•Your hands won't get greasy
when applying baby oil if you
transfer the oil into a clean, empty
roll-on antiperspirant bottle. I To
remove the roller ball, pry it off
gently with a nail file. I
".Add one cup of distilled
vinegar to thp final rinse cycle
when washing diapers. This will
remove all detergent and ammonia which can cause diaper
rash.
-•Make your own baby food.
Puree fresh-cooked vegetables in
your blender; place in ice-cube
trays and freeze; then transfer to

Shelton-Coles families have reunion

Garrison,
.z Trace,
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freezer bags. Make sure
uu :nark the bag as to contents
and date
sibilities, how do mothers with
young children cope"
This is the dilemma writer
Chris Casson Madden faced two
"•If your youngster balks at
vegetables or fruit, puree thein
and add to gelatin. Its a good way
to slip in some nutrition.
"•Be aware of sounds that are
soothing, such as running watcr
Which
simulates intrauterine
soundsr or the hum of an air conditioner. Tape the sound. play it at
bedtime and let it lull baby to
sleep.
"•A radio turned on low might
help baby make it through the
night. After a few weeks, decrease
the volume. Then, turn it off completely when the baby is feeling
more secure.
"•Put extra padding in the
knees of baby's playsuit by patching them up with pot holders.
They help protect baby's knees as
well as baby's clothing.
"•Use dental floss or elastic
thread to sew buttons on clothing.
the buttons will take a lot of wear
before falling off.
—.With baby's first pair of hardsoled shoes, walking on a smooth
surface is like walking on ice.
Make the shoes less slippery by
scraping the soles on sandpaper.
"•Spray the inside of your
children's boots with a furniture
polish, then wipe the inside dry
with a cloth. The boots will slip on
and off much more easily.
"•To prevent dirt from grinding
into the knees of a toddler's play
clothes,spray starch on them.
-*Help your child's dress
clothes stay clean by spraying collars and cuffs with fabric protector.
"Before your little one begins
to crawl, get his point of view of
things. Get down on your hands
and knees and make a room-byroom tour of your home. Look for
things you would never notice
from where you stand, such as a
long lamp cord, a dangerous stairway,and soon.
"•To prevent a child's rocker Or
rocking horse from tipping, tack a
cork to the end of each rocker
arm.
".Anything smaller than a
baby's fist is not a toy. It could be
dadgerous! The same goes for big
toys with small parts or parts that
can be broken off easily."
airtight
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WINNEMUCCA. Nev
1AP I - Federal immigration law says
foreigners running
brothels -- even where
prostitution IS legal must be deported, and the
U.S. Supreme Court has
upheld the law. But
French-born madam
Sylvia "Sunone" Binder
is still hoping to stay
here.
And although the people of this bustling ranching and mining town
don't much care who runs
its five brothels, her
struggle has broken a
cardinal rule about prostitution here: Keep a low
profile.
In June. the high court
agreed with the U.S. Immigr a.t i o n and
Naturalization Service
deportation ruling
against Mrs. Binder, giving her until Oct. 5 to sell
her two brothels and
leave the country.
After the ruling, she
took out an ad in the
Humboldt Sun. a semiweekly newspaper, in
which readers were asked to fill out "support for
Simone" coupons and
send them to her lawyer,
William McLaughlin of
San Francisco, who said
he'd work to change the
law affecting her.
She said more than
1.000 people have sent letters and signed a petition
circulated at a Fourth of
July picnic in her honor.
The attitude here
toward the Supreme
Court ruling is much like
that toward prostitution:
People may not like it,
but they accept it.
"We all feel sorry for
Simone, and it's too bad."
says lumber dealer John
Tallman, whose business
neighbors the "Bell Addition," as the red light
district is known.
Tallman, 61, who has
lived in Winnemucca
nearly all his life, says,
"We've always put up
with the fact that there's
going to be prostitution
whether it's legal or not."

DANVILLE, Ky. AP )
- Pledges totaling
$33,946,801 have been
made to Centre College
as the school closed out
the most successful fundraising drive in its
history.
Rick Nahm, general
secretary at Centre, said
the 3'2-year effort was
one of the most ambitious
ones ever for a small college.
Nat= was among the
more than 500 staff and
volunteers who provided
manpower for the national campaign.
A total of $20 million in
deferred contributions
from trusts, wills and insurance policies was
sought along with $10
million in cash donations
and pledges.
"Of course, the majority of the money is not in
the bank," Nahm said
last week. "The cash will
be corning in over a
period of five years and
the deferred gifts will be
trickling in over the next
30 to 40 years."
More than 10,000 individuals. foundations
and corporations contributed, he continued.
They ranged from people
with no ties to the college
to the late granddaughter
of Centre's first graduate
and, later president,
Lewis Green (Class of
1824. Her money came to
the fund in the form of a

M on.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12-6 759-9995

City Attorney Tom
Perkins added, "It's kind
of an old-fashioned ethic
People would rather have
the cowboys ) going to
brothels ) than chasing
after their daughters."
Mrs Binder, 60,
operates two brothels in
the center of the district:
Simone de Parts, her
first, and the fancier Villa
Joy, which spurts bidets
and floor-to-ceiling mirrors.
Mrs. Binder said she
bought Simone de Paris
in July 1976 after spending a decade in Florida.
Born in the Savoie region
of France, near the Swiss
border, she said she
operated a brothel for 18
years in Geneva, and "introduced girls to
gentlemen" in Florida.
Five years ago, she
said, her purse was
stolen. When she applied
for a new alien "green
card," officials
discovered her occupation and began proceedings. She said she',
fought the INS ever since
She says she never
realized she was endangering her stay in thc
United States, and is surprised at the problem
,
her business caused.
Now, Mrs. Binder says.
she is trying to sell her
brothels - $1.7 million
for the two - or exchangc
them for land or an apart,
ment building. When the
brothel business is behind
her, she said, she hope,
the INS will reconsider
her case.
Immigration officials
insist that they won't
"That won't make her
any less deportable - not
at all." said Art Shanks.
deputy district director
for the INS in San Francisco.
"I would not want to
return to France," Mrs.
Binder said. "I have been
17 years here, and I have
no contacts there. I think
I would be very unhappy
in France because I consider myself an
American."

Fund raising successful
bequest to the college,
Nahm said.
He said that 98 percent
of the faculty gave, "and
that shows their loyalty,
that they believe in the
college."
Nahm also cited the
case of one co-ed who
wished to donate but
didn't have enough cash.
Her contribution was a
first edition publication of
I aMakepeace Thackery's
books. "It was a rare,
prize collection and what
she did was moving,"
Nahm said.
He said some of the
money has been used to
expand and renovate college facilities at a cost of
more than $4 million and
to purchase major instructional equipment
and material.
Thomas Spragens, Centre's president emeritus,
said it was the third major fund raising campaign during his 24 years
as president and the most
successful.
He said a campaign,
which ended during Centre's sesquicentennial
celebration in 1969, raised
$6.5 million for capital
improvements and
another $1.5 million for
various uses.
And a campaign to
raise an endowment for
the Regional Arts Center
in the early 1970s produced about $1.2 million.
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Save 2.10
Jr. Fashion Styled
Knit Top

•50% Polyester. 50% cotton
•S-M-L 'Cross over crew neck
.Dolman sleeve 'Assorted
stripes and solids
.Reg 997

$9

Save Up To 2.94
Junior Denim Jeans
•100% Cotton -

'Junior sizes.3-15
'Assorted fashion denim jeans
with colorful fashion back
pocket treatments
'Peg 10 94-11 94

Girls and Ladies
Leotards and Tights
•100% Nylon

Save Up To 2.13
Fleece Active Pant,
Fleece Baseball Shirt,
Crew Neck Shirt

'Assorted colors
and styles
•Ladies sizes S. M
•Girls sizes 4-14

•50% Creslan, 50%
cotton 'Sizes- small
medium. large
•Crew neck, raglan lonc
sleeve, band cuff and
waist •Colors grape,
teal, rose and charcoal
•Pant drawstring waist
elastic ankle
.Reg 6 97,7 97

Save 1 .96
Grandfather Sweatshirts
•100% Acrylic or polycotton blend •S-M-L
•Wide selection of styles
with racing and sports
stripes •Heather grey,
blue, burgundy, and white
combinations .Peg 8 96

Ladies Tights
2 26 - -

1.84

Ladies Tank Styl
Leotard Reg 4 9

4.00

5.43

Ladies Short Ste
Leotard Ren

Your Choice

5.00
Ladies Long Sloe
Leotard Reg.69

ALDOGirls Tights
Reg 1 76

FOR
2$

Save 1 .47
Jr. Knit Football Shirt
•3
/
4 Sleeve *Crew neck

Girls Short Sleev
Leotard Reg 4 9

'Heat set number
•S-M-L '100% Cotton
•Reg. 5.47

$4

COO

7

I

Save 20°0
Girls Better Fancy Briefs
•100% Nylon or poly/cotton
blends 'Sizes 2-10'Lace
and ribboned trims or fancy
prints 'Peg 96¢

Save 30°.
Love Pat Bikinis and
Briefs
'One size fits 4-7
•Assorted colors .Reg 1 44

Girls Long Sleev,
Laotard Reg 5

5.00

1%.

36-60 Inch
Achustable

6.96

Save Up To 20°0
Spring Cafe Rod

Terrific Savings
Tension Bar

'Steel
'Useful for cura,-,
lightweight latinO,v,
or clothing

'Multiple-use spring tension adjustable rod
'Aluminum 'Requires no bracket or screws
'No 3348
Save 23%
Rubber Queen
Consolette
'Fits all cars without
consoles 'Available
in black, blue. gold.
red 'No 6250
•Reg 2 56

Mens Suede
Casual Shoe

1.32

Reg 1 56
Save 15°.

Boys
Pac Man Tube Socks

3.4
1.3
1.3

Everyday Low Prtoe
General Electric
Steam Dry Iron
'Switch from stem'
to dry at a push
a button
'Break resistant
cooler-to-touch beige
shell'No F363

1.96 13.96

•7596 Acrylic,(2% nylon
10% polyester. 3%
spandex 'Sizes 6-8'-'?. 8-1 1

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$ 49
btu& DortngOnl,

Mosier Cara
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Brothel owner supporte

Bausch and Lomb
Saline Solution
•12 Ounce 'Limit 2
use with soft
-tac lenses

Afro

•For

SUlaVe

Special Purchase
Suave Shampoo
and Conditioner
•28 Ounce
*Assorted formulas

'Reg. 386
Sole

2.24
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Man arrested at'shop' in Virginia
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Mons Wrangler
Long Sleeve
Western Shirts
•s-tvt
•Westezo styling
4,-Yelce and snap
closure •Assortea
prints. plaids

VISA

Expires 8 22-
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Save 27%
Wrangler
Pantyhose

Bond set in killing

Guaranteed
quaiity at
everyday
low prices

3PIECE
BATH SET

•Sheer to waist
•Beige-tan 'Size A-B
•Reg 88C

Prints From
Color Slides
Junior

Denim Skirts
•100% Cotton denim
•2 Styles flounce
bottom and concho
belt
'Plaid petticoat
treatments with eyelet
rim .Reg 1688

Money Saver
3 Piece Boxed Bath
Set
.100% Polyester

Per Customer

Expires 8-21-82

Save 23%
Jr. Boys Novelty T-Shirt

Save 2 08
Wrangler Mens
Unlined Denim Vest
•100% Cotton'

•50% Polyester
•50% Cotton
•Sues 4. 5-6. 7
•A &sorted nOveity print trOrtts

•14 V. Ounce "No
Fault'. broken twill
denim 'Western
style button front

•A s'Oiled COlOrS
•
26

Girls and Ladies
Leotards and Tights

Save 16°o
Girls Long Sleeve
Knit Tops
'Polyester and cottoni
•Size 4-6x and 7-14
•E.T screens
Reg. 5.96

'100% Nylon
'Assorted colors
and styles
'Ladies sizes S. M
•Girls sizes 4-14

)%
lets
2otton
'Lace
fancy

1.84
4.00
Ladies Short Sleeve
Leotard Reg 5 96

Wrangler

•25% Cotton
•Sqes 4-7
•4 Pockets
•' Elashc

Save Up To 2 44
Girls Jeans
'Polyester-cotton
blends .05 Pocket
western style
'Navy denim
Size 4-6x
Reg. 9.96

Ladies Tank Style
Leotard Reg 4 96

Mans
Wrangler Jeans

eva,tbailiCt
•' It' 'root "nal

•Nc

$6

•, x 4,

•

•N,

5.00
Ladies Long Sleeve
Leotard Reg. 6 96

Size 7-14
Reg 11 44

oo

Girls Tights
Re; 1 76
FOR

Special
"))

Grls Short Sleeve
Leotard Reg 4 (F.,
Make-up Bag
*Assorted styles
& colors
•Req 2.78

4.00
Girls Long Sleeve
Laotard Re,j 5 96

Purchase
Door Mirror

Travel Garment
Bag
•Roc,

Sole 2.48

5.00

Sale

24.94

'Steel
'Useful for curait's
lightweight laundry,
, or clothing

Everyday Specials

'Wood frame
•Light and
dark oak finish
•1 4x52 Inches
•No 9534

Quarter Lb. Pure Ground

Beef Patties

No 33717c

3•43
4137
1.37

48.75 Inch
goo 4
No 3415C
3311IC

Sale

Dr.
Basketball
By
Spalding

31.00

No 1347
16 io

• "36" x

•Permalite cover, delux
weave
•Req 12 96

48"

•Fan Shape backboard 5/8- regulation size goal
va/ 12 no ties
•Hordware for attaching goat to backboard
'All weather hourglass, 12 loop net

VALUABLE COUPCIN'i
Ci_ 1)

I
1
1 Wg'iiif
I
rumml

Whits Schooi

Sole

V
1

11.66 •

paper work

r
-Choose from 17 O•tt
!

9fis
.lr,S COtg
,

• !Pus c0000

38s

77('

COUPON'll VALUABLE COUPON'll VALUABLE COUPON
,k• watercoims
I I
Koci.Aid
II
•32 oz can
•
II I

II
II
1.97
Frowes a 71 82

•Reg 2 86

2.2

Sale

Frosty Acres

30 lbs

Plus Many More

VorietreS

Of Vegetables

II

"
1111
WAI:VIART

73
.
Euxres

$2399
$

99

20 lb

Peas

1 533

20th

Frosty Acres

Black Eye Peas

tots $ 1 539

Frosty Acres Breaded

Okra
Potatoes
Choice Sides Of Beef

$

1 61°

201b

29
2

20 lb

Frosty Acres White

Cu? L Wrapped Free
Phone Your Orders In

111

Handl Sponge Mop

Camera
'Reg 44 88

Butter Beans
Frosty Acres Purple Hulled

NY

Save 21".
Wal-Mart Spray Paint I
•lt Ounce can

Pasts
•For

20 lbs $ 1 599

Speckled

Baby Limas

Basketball Goal
& Net

21-411n01'

b

4000 Disc

$ 1 946
14 lb. Box

Butter Peas
•P

Save Up To 20°
Spring Cafe Rod

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

5.44

2 3

Everyday Low Pride
General Electric
Steam Dry Iron
JI •Switch from steain
ole
to dry at a push al
a button
'Break resistant
cooler-to-touch beige
Shell'No F363

ST

Money Saver
Jr. Boys Elastic
Back Jean
•75%

$5

Ladies Tights

3
•

TO AN
$8,000 BONUS.

Coupon Must
Accompany Order
Limit 1 Coupon

12 8.96

B

GRADUATE

Quality Prints
Made From Your
Favorite
Color Slides

•Mat contour and lid
cover
• A ,,orted styles & colors

If convicted, Murray
LOUISVILLE, Ky. agausst Murray on Moncould be unprIsoned up to
AP - Denrus Murray of day before U S
Louisville has been ar- Magistrate George J five years and-or fined
$.5.000
rested by the FBI in Long, the FBI said
Marion, Va for interstate
Ii ansportation of a stolen
iriotor vehicle, according
Iii an FBI spokesman.
Murray was arrested
Saturday' after he had
,ielivered three pickup
trucks to a chop shop
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
operation, according to
sion, a hormone imbalance
DEAR DR LAMB
lam
the FBI in Virginia. All impotent and
I'd like to cure with too much prolactin
three vehicles had been myself if it is possible I can from the pituitary or a reacstolen the previous even- be right in the middle of the tion to a medication
However, there are cases
ing in Louisville, a news act and then boom, it's gone
release said. Following It is really frustrating I am of impotence that are on a
Murray's arrest, five 30 years old and in good psychological basis Whereas impotence
vehicles were recovered. health I noticed it when I and older menin middle-aged
was 17 years old
is more often
Murray, who was lodg- went to prison and Then I caused by disease, impogot out at
ed in jail Bristol, Va. age 25 I've had this problem tence in young men is more
Saturday, had federal de- ever since
often from psychological
tainers filed against him
I'd appreciate it if you factors I do not know if you
and an authorized federal would help me I am 5 feet have a psychological probcomplaint was filed 10. weigh 220, not fat, I have lem, but you should first be
big bones Please tell me carefully evaluated in case
what to do to overcome my you do have a medical probproblem or to understand it lem That should include a
WAYNESBURG. Ky. better
measurement of testosAP) - A $50,000 cash
DEAR READER - I terone levels. prolactin lev!)ond has been set for an have made it a point to els and blood glucose levels
It is hard for me to accept
,-II-year-old Lincoln Coun- stress in colamns in the past
ty man accused of killing year that most cases of that your height and weight
Its wife, authorities said. impotence are NOT due to are normal Perhaps that is
Roder Padgett was ar- psychological factors Usu- a clue that you have some
ally a man is not impotent imbalance in hormones
rested Saturday and because he hates his
If you prove to have no
wife or
charged with murder in resents his mother Most underlying medical probthe death of his wife impotence is because of a lems then you need psychoSarah, 79, said state medical problems, common- logical counseling. The most
ly diabetes, alcohol. depres- common psychological probpolice.
lem causing impotence in
young men is fear of failure
Your prison term and lack
of sexual opportunity at that
stage of life may have
caused you to lose confidence in yourself But don't
guess. get some professional
help.
Meanwhile I am sending
you The Health Letter number 18-6, Help for Impotence Others can sernd 75
cents with a long, 'draped.
self-addressed envelope for
it to me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551. Radio
City Station. New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB
I
recently .read a nutrition book that said if you followed its diet you could
retard' the aging process six
to 12 years. The diet is high
in nucleic acids, seafood,
asparagus, spinach, onions,
mushrooms, oatmeal, wheat
germ or bran plus two glasses of milk, four glasses of
water, one glass of fruit or
vegetable juice and chicken
liver. Can the fountain of
youth be found in a sardine
can? Is aging caused by
inherited factors or can such
a diet help?
I've been eating spinach
every day and would like to
know if I should go on. Spinach in the freezer, spinach in
High school seniors and graduates can now
the
vegetable bin, spinach in
join Today's Army for 4 years and an 68,000
cans on the shelves. Ugh.
bonus. Many specialties are included, from
DEAR READER - I stash
learning to drive the Army's M-1 Tank to elec- the problem of aging could
tronic morse code interceptor.
be solved that easily
Also, there's the personal satisfaction that
The diet doesn't sound like
comes from doing a tough job well plus the ad- it contains anything that is
ded maturity and self-confidence you'll enjoy. harmful, but chicken livers
And the chance to earn up to $20,100 additional do contain lots of cholesterol_ A high nucleic acid diet
for college under the "Army College Fund."
could increase your uric acid
To find out how you can qualify for the $8,000 level, particularly if you
bonus, and other benefits, contact your local have any susceptibility tc
gout.
Army Recruiter.Call Paris, Tn: 644-9021
Yes, mhented traits have
a lot to do with how soon you
age. But a sensible diet,
staying slim, keeping active
and avoiding fatty fonds and
tobacco help a lot in getting
the most out of what you
inherit. But you will have to
look beyond sardines and
spinach for optimal results

225 To 300 Lbs.
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sports
Winning with 'Cats differs from
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEximiToN, Ky.
APt — Kentuck!, football Coach Jerry
Claiborne gave a bleak
assessment of his team's
prospects for 1982. but
left no doubt that he considers it a temporary condition.
"The media people
have been picking us
pretty low in preseason
polls), so we've just got to

..Ith what we've got,
Claiborne said Monday.
But, he added 'If I
didn't think it was possible to have a good, consistent, winning program at
Kentuckv , I'd still be at
Mao land.
"The big thing you've
got to do ui any, program
that's been losing is try to
get a winning atmosphere can a . Claiborne said.
among the players, the
"That's not an overstudents and fans — get-. night situation, either.
tine people believing they It's something that's got-.

to be built on s en day.
We've got to find out what
it takes to win."
Claiborne found it at
Maryland, where he took
over in 1972.
The Terrapins had
posted seven straight losing seasons before that,
including one that was
winless. Under
Claiborne, they began to
dominate the Atlantic
Coast Conference, winning 21 straight league

Love among three candidates
fighting for Buffalo safety slot
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Word from the Buffalo
Bills preseason football
camp has former Murray
State All American Terry
Love still in contention
for a shot at strong safety
with the National Football League team.
According to a team
spokesman, Love is one
of three contenders for
the defensive back position and although his
chance for success is a
"Iongshot" the
spokesman said.
"Anything could happen
at this stage.'•
The Bills are expected
to keep two of the three
contenders, two of which
have veteran status.
Steve Freeman was the
i-egular strong gafety.last
year and was the team's

leading tackler. Barring
injury, he'll be the likely
choice to repeat as the
1982 starter.
Rod Kush, another vet,
is also in the running with
Love.
Love didn't play in the
Bills' 14-10 win over
Dallas, Saturday, in both
teams' preseason opener.
August 24 is the next
mandatory cut when the
NFL teams must reduce
their rosters to 70
players.
Love was the last All
American to come out of
Murray State, earning
the honor for his contributions in the Racers' 1979
Ohio Valley Conference
championship season.
Twp other MSU products tried their hand at
making the NFL ranks
this season — defensive

back Gregg Evans and NFL preseason games to
wide receiver Charlie date:
Ponder.
Thursday's Game
Houston 72 New Orleans 20
Evans survived the
Frsday's CanUMB
first few cuts with the
Karisa City Ai, Cincinnati M
Dallas Cowboys, but said, Seattle 14 Ni IA..0
Saturday's Gam..
"I was too low on the lad- los Angeles Haulers 17. San Frander." Evans said the ex- cisco 14
Buffalo 14. Dallas 10
perience was a valuable Cleveland I Detroit 16
one, but for right now he Denver 33 1.04 Angeles Rains
Atlanta 33, Minnesota 17
would be content to Green Bay 21, New York Jet, I,
return to MSU and con- Baltimore /9. New York
1 ampa Bay 15. f.htladelph
centrate on earning his Pittsburgh 24. New Engl..]
Miami N. Washington 7
degree and helping Frank
Manday's Gams
Beamer coach the 1982 San Diego 31, Chicago 27
Thursday. August If
Racers.
Evans was the starting
safety on last year's 8-3
OVC runner-up team.
Ponder, a teammate of
Evans last year, participated in the Seattle
Seahawks' rookie camp,
but was cut in an early
round this year.
Here's a look -at the

I os Angeles Rams at Cleveland.. n
Friday. August 116
New England at Philadelphia, n
Cincinnati vs Green Bay. at
Milwaukee. n
Saturday. August11
Chicago at Buffalo. I n
Kansas Cai at Ni,, Orleans. n
Washington at Tampa Bay. n
1.0.1 Angeles Banters at 1)etrott. n
Pittsburgh at New York Giants. n
Seattle at Minnesota. ni
Dallas at San Diego. n
.
Miami at Denver.,n
Si Louis at San Franctscoi n
Atlanta ii Baltimore. at Tempe.

Legislation becomes issue

Garvey threatens NFL player strike
WASHINGTON API —
The National Football
League will have a player
strike if legislation giving
the NFL a limited antitrust exemption is
enacted by Congress.
says Ed Garvey, the
player union's executive
director.
NFL Commissioner
Pete Rozelle says he
can't understand
Garvey's reasoning.
It was -the latest difference in the continuing
battle between NFL's
management and the
players association.
Rozelle testified Monlay before the Senate

Judiciary Committee in legislation "has no
favor of the, legislation, negative effect whatsponsored thiefly by Sen. sover on player union or
Dennis DeConcini. D- collective bargaining
Ariz., which would matters."
authorize the profes- - However. Garvey said,
sional sports leagues to "If the bill is enacted,
decide that a member then the NFL does not
may not abandon com- have to deal with the
munities in which clubs players."
have been operating sucHe said the NFL cannot
cessfully.
The measure also pro- now "unilaterally impose
vides for the member restrictions on the
teams to share equally in players, unless the union
television revenues, accepts them under colwhich is already done in lective bargaining. If this
the NFI, but is being passes, they no longer
challenged in the courts, will need a collective
according to Rozelle.
bargaining agreement.
Ro7elle also said_the_. If that happensi. there

IP I 11/1 411 In!

definitely will be a
strike."
Garvey told reporters
that the legislative
history being developed
at the hearing indicates
that Congress. if it enacts
the bill, considers the
NFL a "joint venture"
exempt from antitrust
laws, even though it isn't
spelled out specifically in
the DeConcini measure.
and thus could not be
sued by the union.
Rozelle told reporters
"I can't grasp the reason
for Garvey's argument. I
don't see how this legislation deals with collective
bargaining."
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Wilander battles
Maryland popularity; Purcell
eliminated early

games at one point
The 1976 team, one of
seven Maryland squads
that Claiborne took to a
post-season bowl, finished 11-1
On paper. Claiborne's
task here seems easier.
The Wildcats have had
four straight losing
seasons. including 3-8
finishes each of the last
two years.
But the Southeastern
Conference today is much
stronger than the ACC
was in 1972, Claiborne
said.
-Going into Maryland
now, it would be a little
different because the
ACC is much tougher
from top to bottom,"
Claiborne said. "But I
think our job was a little
easier at Maryland 10
years ago than-it will be
at Kentucky now."
Moreover, he said, SEC
learns'return an average
of 18 starting players this
year.

-They were pretty good
last year." Claiborne
said, -and with all those
starters coming back, I
think it's going to be a
very strong conference."
Claiborne said his chief
tasks at Kentucky are to
instill a winning attitude
and improve recruiting.
The latter, he said, will
lead to greater depth at
all positions, especially
the offensive and defensive lines.
"We just don't have a
lot of depth in those
lines) and, really, we've
got to get better first-line
people in those positions," he said. "At the
end of spring practice, we
didn't feel like we were
very strong in the lines
and we didn't get that
many in our recruiting,
either.
"We tried hard to
recruit some big linemen,
but we just didn't come
up with some we'd like to
have gotten."

Chargers toss 28-27
loss to Chicago Bears
SAN DIEGO t API —
Reserve quarterback Ed
Luther tossed two
touchdown passes Monday night as the San
Diego Chargers held off
the Chicago Bears 28-27 in
the National Football
League preseason opener
for both teams.
Before the game,
members of the teams
met at midfield to shake
hands in a show of NFL
Players Association
solidarity as a reaction to
stalled contract talks
with the league's
Management Council.
The crowd of 49,337 at San

Diego Jack Murphy
Stadium booed loudly.
Starting San Diego
quarterback Dan Fouts,
who refused to pay his
union dues last season,
was among several
players who remained on
the sidelines during the
handshaking.
Luther took over for
Fouts after the Chargers
drove 75 yards in seven
plays for a touchdown on
their first possession to
take a 7-0 lead. Fouts sat
out the remainder of the
game after completing
all four of his passes for
64 yards.

What's next for Bear?

Bryant,'Boma set sights on '82
By HOYT HARWELL
Associated Press Writer
TUSCALOOSA, Ala.
(AP — Now that the
frenzy of his successful
chase for a record 315
coaching victories is
over, what's left for Paul
-Bear" Bryant?
How about a record
24th consecutive bowl
game,along with runs for
Alabama's 10th
Southeastern Conference
title in 12 years and its
sixth national title?
A veteran team and a
favorable schedule
should work in the Crimson Tide's favor as it
seeks to improve on its
1981 mark, when it lost to

Georgia Tech, tied
Southern Mississippi and
lost to Texas in the Cotton
Bowl and placed seventh
in the Associated Press
poll.
Only tight end Bart
Krout is lost from the
staking offense, but
Bryant stresses defense
and kicking, and feels
Alabama needs help in
thoseareas.
"Our offense should be
better," he said, with
Walter Lewis at quarterback, a wealth of runners
and speedy flankers
Jesse Bendross and Joey
Jones.
Bryant said he plans to
use the I formation about

Dune drops Reynolds
in Player's Challenge

952%

10•
Rate Good thru August 23th

Federal regulations require a substantial penalty
for icily withdrawal from certificate accounts

By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
MASON, Ohio API -- Mats Wilander is finding
that the burden of being one of the best tennis
players in the world rests heavily on his shoulders.
"I think they expect very much -- too much,"
Wilander said of his Swedish fans after he lost his
first-round match in the $300,000 ATP Championships Monday night at the Jack Nicklaus Sports
Center.
The expectations came after the stoic Wilander,
who turns 18 on Sunday, became the youngest
player ever to win the French Open when he captured the clay court title in June, ascending the
throne after his countryman Bjorn Borg decided not
to defend his crown.
Wilander fell Monday to yet another of the fastrising young Swedes, losing to Thomas Hogstedt, 75, 3-6, 6-1, in a struggle that lasted two hours, 14
minutes on the DecoTurf II court, the same type of
hard court used at the U.S. Open.
In 1981, Wilander captured the junior title at the
French Open while Hogstedt won the junior crown
at the U.S. Open.
"In Sweden, Wilander is very big right now,"
Hogstedt said. "It's a very big win for me.••
Hogstedt, unlike Borg and Wilander, is outgoing
and expressive on the court, quick to show emotion.
And he remembers his previous meetings with his
countryman.
Ranked 10th in Sweden, the 18-year-old Hogstedt
won the Swedish men's title when he was 16. Then.
two years ago he had a knee operation and missed
all of 1980.
In another first-round upset, Gilles Moretton of
France eliminated 12th-seeded Mel Purcell of Murray, Ky., 2-6, 6-1, 7-5, in a controversial match that
saw a service linesman removed at the request of
both players. When the players finished, they refused to shake hands with the umpire.
The tournament's top four seeds — John
McEnroe, Jimmy Connors, Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia and Vitas Gerulaitis — began play
today.
McEnroe, the ICro.1 seed, took on Jeff Borowiak
and No.4 Gerulaitis played Australian John Fitzgerald in afternoon matches. In night play. No.2
Connors was to play Matt Doyle while lendl was to
meet Dick Stockton.
In other key matches Monday. former
Wimbledon champion Stan Smith stopped Jose
Lopez-Maeso of Spain, 6-3, 6-7, 6-2; fifth-seeded
Gene Mayer stopped Mike Cahill, 6-4, 6-1, and No.9
Brian Teacher ousted Erik Iskersky,6-2, 6-3.

MONTREAL AP —
Jo Duke, ranked 28th in
the latest Women's Tennis Association listings.
defeated Candy
Reynolds, 6-4, 6-2 to advance to the second round
of the $200,000 Player's
Challenge tennis tournament.
Inj other matches,
Lena Sandon defeated

Marjorie Blackwood 6-2,
6-4 and Virginia Ruzici
beat Sharon Walsh 6-3, 76; Rosie Casals, dropped
her match with Helena
Sukova 4-6, 6-4, 6-1; Corinne Vanier defeated Lisa
Bonder 6-3, 6-2; Diane
Fromholtz took Alycia
Moulton 6-3. 4-6, 6-2; Kate
Latham topped Katerina
Lindquist 6-4, 3-6, 6-1.

KEEP THAT GREA1 GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

25 percent of the time to and Jeremiah Castille,
take advantage of the linebackers Robbie Jones
flankers and the flashy and Eddie Lowe and
running of Linnie linemen Mike Pitts,
Patrick. Since 1971, Jackie Cline and Randy
Alabama has relied on Edwards are defensive
the wishbone, going 116- veterans.
15-1 and winning national
Alabama's kicking
titles in 1978 and 1979.
game, he said,"should be
Running from the deep adequate or good. We
spot in the I, Patrick---- --have excellent kickers
"the most talented run- but we need speed." The
ner, at times, I've ever kickers are Malcolm
Simbeen around," said mons on punts and
Peter
Bryant — could take full Kim on placements.
advantage of his speed
Alabama plays Georgia
and shiftiness.
Tech, Mississippi,
But first Patrick has to Vanderbilt. Arkansas
convince Bryant, who State, Penn State, Tendisciplined him often the nessee, Cincinnati
,
past two seasons, that he Mississippi State,
Louiis ready to meet the siana State, Southern
coach's standards.
Mississippi and Auburn.
If not, there are
-This year is the most
veterans Joe Carter, Jeff important since I got
Fagan and Ken Simon at here," said Bryant, who
halfback and Rick Moore became the . Alabama
at fullback.
coach in 1958. "We're now
Replacing middle surrounded by young,
guard Warren Lyles "is hard-working, bright
the biggest question coaches in the conmark on our team," ference. This is a big year
Bryant said. He also has for us, the key to whether
to replace 'other we have many good
years
defenders such as to follow."
linebacker Thomas Boyd
That does not. sound
and backs Jim Bob Har- like a man who, at 68,
is
ris and Benny Perrin.
thinking of hanging up his
Backs Tommy Wilcox whistle.
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Club owners deterirurred
to foil the "Dump Bowie"
movement feel they have

must make that conclusion," Smith said Mon-

gained the upper hand in

day.
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over
the
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not
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Angeles Dodgers Presi-

dent Peter O'Malley, has
taken the lead in a move
to save Kuhn's job.

three
National
League
clubs call for his ouster.

major league club owners

has done a good

Wednesday

commissioner,

Owners Nelson Doubleday of the New York Mets

day. Kuhn needs a three-

a serious threat as

and

and John McMullen of the
Houston Astros, and at-

league.
Calling

his

meeting

said

ago called for today's
special meeting to try to
find
the fourth
vote

report from the Restructuring Committee, and it

dissuade a fourth owner

appeared

from joining the original

would have a great deal
of bearing on Kuhn's fate.
-Everybody agrees we

necessary
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motion.
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ride,
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John,

the

left-handed

pitching ace who has fatten
into the bad graces of the
impetuous and impatient
owner, says a noticeable
change has come over the
team for whom he won 21
and 22 games, respectively, in 1979 and 1980 and
helped
into the
World
Series

in

last

year's

hence,

be

people

debating

what

happened to the Yankees
of 1982 - skidding from
,championship to the depths of their division.

apologized to New York
because we lost the World

strictly

attitude,

Steinbrenner
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third

Smith,

a

ball

board would be an eightmember Executive Committee, whose member
ship
would
be rotated

his

relationship to labor,
the
economics
of
the

among owners.

game and the importance
of television.

While
retaining
the
commissioner's power to
act unilaterally in
Use
best interests of baseball,

The restructuring committee has proposed and
all
owners
have
agreed in principle - to
realign
the
commissioner's
The

base

26

of

all other decisions would
go through either the 26man board or the executive committee. At the

power.

owners

would
form a board of directors
at the top of baseball's

same time, league commissioners, the Player
Relations Committee and
promotions
department

power ladder. Under the

pinch hitting.

past

baseman

Knight
with
the
bases loaded to give the
Reds a 3-2 victory over

That

wasn't

all.

The Reds, trailing Los
Angeles by 221
/
2 games in
the NL West, have gone

hit another homer.

with

their

rookie

fielders,
limiting

out-

generally

Vail's duties to
LeS,

ha

of

the

season.

His

next trip to the plate, he
"Ryan
supplied
the
power, I just got my bat
out and made contact,"
Walker said.

S
,s •

Dickie

Thon before balking Walling to second base. Terry
Puhl delivered Wattling
with a single to center.
Reds
Nixon

•Vas Ma,t Sell

retired

Manager

would be directly responsible

to

the

commis-

sioner.
Other
proposed
changes, which could be
placed into effect during
baseball's
meetings

in

winter

December,

included doing away with
separate league votes on
most issues and the possible
installation
of
a
special administrator in
the commissioner's office
to handle television and
revenue-producing

other

areas.

praised

Russ
rookie

Lesley. who gave up just
one hit in 22-3 innings.

"It always gets hairy
for him in the eighth. It
did tonight. Brad Lesley
did another outstanding
job. His big thing is
always throws strikes. He

he

doesn't
by

the

fact,

get intimidated
hitters, and, in
he
intimidates

them," Nixon said.
Jim Kern, 2-5, who pitched the 11th inning, got
the victory.

tar Lass •
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Graig

Nettles was over the hill.
said Dave Winfield

Back To School

He

was

no super star and
couldn't carry a team as
Reggie Jackson did. He
said Mayberrey and Grif-

•

ieweiry

Yankee

material.
He blamed Oscar Gamble and Rudy May for the
Yankees' inability to land
Al Oliver and Hal McRae.
He lashed out at Lou
and fined

singled

Lesley

the team in one way or

intimated

Walling

run

player on

He instilled
feeling of fear.

home run of the season.
Denny

played Monday night.

He

another.

the eighth when Tony
Scott led off with his first

one out later and Reds
starter Bob Shirley was
replaced by Brad Lesley.

demeaned

almost every

was a one-man offense
until Vail's game-winning

tied the game

in

hit. Facing Nolan Ryan in
the first inning, Walker
swatted his third home

ching coaches.
publicly

Houston

Duane Walker, one of
rookie
outfielders,

the

the Astros in the only National
League game

Michael, Clyde King. He
through five pit-

a
•

Rick

for

missing
special practice.

-a

"There's always

been
punishment and threat of
punishment," said John.
"After a while, when they
keep telling you you are
lousy, it gets ingrained in
your head.
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Houston

escape
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the World Series," adds
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the apology by directing
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status
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Mike Vail won a game for

Griffey, Dave Collins and
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an play
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mean."

John

He added such talent as
John
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Royals,

his shoulder, worrying if
he's next to catch the ceiling falling from

of Mur-

could

triumvirate and possibly

But when the Yankees
failed to get out on top,
Steinbrenner seemed to

newsman, he raised both
arms high and said: "I

lch that

pro-

was

even convert one of the
three
opponents
to
Kuhn's side.

to

On
Monday
night,
before the doubleheader
with
the
Kansas City

kick, kick, kick.
Nobody's loose any more.
Everybody's looking over

Aton of

clubs

block

missioner

outspoken

members of the Yankees,
but edginess and tension
seems to fill the club

roome

relief
ace, as the club opened a
homestand
Monday
night.
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ever expect to see.

utgoing

;. Then,

other
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tee.

Yankees tired of yanking Vail comes through for Reds but wants out
by big boss Steinbrenner

tedt, 7-

type of
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job as

and
1
don't think there
real arguments against
him," Smith said.

torney
Louis Sussman,
acting for St. Louis owner
August Busch, two weeks

Cincinnati

le fast-
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quarters majority in each

Kuhn's re-election.

Kuhn, who
has
weathered challenges to
his 14-year reign, is facing

y be stifled by other owners
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Appliance manufacturers start
programs to assist consumers
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
The hoine ownership
concept has alwa.s.s been
in the area of the traditional, detached, singlefamily house. Whatever
might have happened
recently to that overall
concept, the details of
what constitutes a home
are changing.
Is an apartment in a
condominium or
cooperative a home? In
fact, is a rental apartment a home? The
chances are most people
would consider a condominium or cooperative
apartment a home, but
most are not lately to put
a rental apartment in the
same category, even
though Merriam-Webster
defines a home as -a
family's place, of
residence" and says
nothing about whether it
is owned or rented. .
The American dream
of owning a house it
becomes a home when
somebody lives in it I has
begun to dissipate in the
-wake up" reality of high
prices and especially
high interest rates. But it
remains visible because
many people have decided that . having a condominium apartment is
really owning a home.
Not as big as a detached
house or with as large a

piece tof individual property perhaps, but compensating for it to some
degree with lower carrying casts, less work and
similar tax deductions.
According to figures
supplied by the National
Association of Home
Builders, there appears
to be a strong demand for
attached houses and a
declining demand for the
traditional, usually more
expensive detached
houses.
The trade association
says single-family
detached housing starts
declined 20 percent in
1981, a year in which
housing starts fell to their
lowest levels since 1946. It
further says only 618,000
single-family detached
houses were started last
year, compared to 770,000
in 1980. Starts of attached
houses, however, increased by 10 percent last year
to reach the 880,000 level.
Furthermore, again according to the association, while housing starts
for traditional detached
houses will only increase
by 2 percent this year and
30 percent in 1983, starts
of attached houses will
rise by 17 percent this
year and 65 percent in
1983.
Del Purscell of Hovnanian Enterprises thinks
affordability will be the

key word in the housing
market in the future His
attached homes average
about 1,200 square feet,
compared to the 1,900
square feet of the
"average" houses built in
the U. S. these days. He
thinks the smaller, attached town houses will
replace the traditional
detached house for most
house buyers within the
next 10 years.
Purscell's opinion
about this aspect of housing is shared by many
other house builders, but
disputed by those who
feel that whatever trend
there is in this direction
will be halted quickly
when mortgage interest
rates drop to reasonable
rates, although it is difficult to determine at this
economic stage what
"reasonable" might be.
There was a time when
nobody wanted an attached house for fear they
might destroy other housing values. That is no
longer the case in many
communities, although
some local planners still
frown on them. It may be
that those who sit on planning boards are often
nearing an age where
they have raised their
families and see the
smaller, attached houses
as a viable future alternative to the large houses

HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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THIS COMPACT HOUSE CONTAINS ALL that is needed
for comfortable retirement living and yet calls for only 816
square feet of enclosed area. The rectangular, high-ceilinged
front porch acts as a vestibule to the house and as an extension of the living-dining area. For more information about
Plan HA1166R write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope — to architect Jan Reiner, 1000-52nd St. North, St.
Petersburg, Fla. 33710.
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industrial Rd.

What's new
on the market?

(Home-handy persons
By BARBARA MAYER
will. find valuable inAP Newsfeatures
formation in Andy Lang's
While mass production
handbook. "Practical has made handcrafts unHome Repairs," which necessary for survival, it
can be obtained by sen- has not slowed a recent
ding $1.50 to this paper at revival of interest in the
Box 5, Teaneck, NJ creation and purchase of
handmade objects for the
07666. )
home.
The interest today is, if
anything, greater than it
used to be. A study done
several years ago found
participation in arts and
Q. - We had a discussion crafts was one of the few
leisure-tme
activities on
recently about solar
energy. I am 81 and the rise.
Furthermore,
in each
seemto remember a
solar-energy house was of the 50 states, there are
active organizations
on display at the Chicago
devoted to crafts. NationWorld's Fair sometime
wide, 16 general
during the Depression. periodicals
cover crafts,
No one at the gathering along with
seven
agreed with me. Was I newspapers and newsletright?
ters. There is an almost
A. - You surely were. It constant round of fairs,
was called the. Crystal exhibitions and sales, and
House. It was a model even the sale of crafts
house designed by ar- kits has risen in recent
chitects George and years.
William Keck and utilized
Some craftsmen think
glass windows and walls these kits give crafts a
as heat collectors. Later bad name. But Carol
residential designs in the Sedestrom, president of
solar-energy field all had the American Craft Counsome relation to the cil's marketing division,
Crystal House, including does not agree.
"Buying a kit is a good
some built by the Kecks.
way to practice the basic
Q. - In making an attic skills," she says.
American Craft puts on
into two bedrooms, where
should the insulatiott go? five markets a year — at
I expect to use insulation Baltimore in February,
Dallas in March,
batts.
Rhinebeck, N.Y., in June,
A. - Between the collar
Newport, R.I., in July,
beams; between the slopand San Francisco in
ing rafters, leaving air August
— where craftspace for ventilation bet- smen get chance
a
to sell
ween the roof deck and their work to
retailers
the insulation; between and consumers. Total
the studs of knee walls; proceeds of the events is
between the joists of the around $10 million a year.
floor outside the living
Mrs. Sedestrom says
space; and in dormer most of the kits people
walls and ceilings.
buy never get finished.

-So they also learn how
difficult it is to acquire
the skills. That should
make people appreciate
that craftsmen are highly
skilled — and their work
is valuable."
She compares crafts to
baseball. In baseball,
there are many levels.
Some move up through
the ranks from sandlot
ball to the major leagues.
Those who participate enjoy the game, whatever
their level.
Those who displayed
their wares at a recent
five-day Fair at
Rhinebeck were more in
the World Series than the
sandlot category. Some
2,600 entrants competed
for the available 580
booths.
A visit to the exhibits
confirmed that usable objects created by the right
hands can become objects of art as well. Some
of those showing their
work said one or more examples had been purchased by museums.
A visitor might be
forgiven if the objects
began to blur a bit after
the first hundred stalls.
But as in any museum or
gallery, the special works
that speak personally to a
viewer had the power to
captivate anew.
There was excitement
in seeing familiar
materials used in a new
way. A constant stream
of people- filled the booth
occupied by Ward
Hartenstein of Rochester,
N.Y., for example. They
were entranced by the
ceramic musical instruments he created.
The music is made in
most cases by the tinkling
of marbles cascading
down ceramic structures

/Wray,ILIt.

i For information and
sample publications from
Whirlpool, write to Appliance Information Service, Whirlpool Corp.,
Benton Harbor, Mich.
49022. GE's answer service is reached by dialing
800-626-2000. Or write
General Electric Co.,3135
Easton Turnpike, Fairfield, Conn. 06431.1
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Many families are
courting disaster and
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comprehensive insur.
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of Hartenstein's devising. incised and colored with
Ceramic sinks by leather dyes applied with
Russell Kagan of Hart- an air brush — showed
ford. Wis., proved that that an unlikely material
even the most utilitarian in the hands of an artist
objects can be transform- still has the power to sured into an art form. And prise and reward the
Jane Saur's hand-woven senses.
baskets of waxed and unwaxed linen and silk arrested a steady stream of
viewers,as well.
Ms. Saur, who is from
St. Louis, is also a
painter. She offered an illustration of the fascination that one or another
craft will sometimes hold
If you are an experiencfor an individual. Seven ed handyman or compeyears ago she saw a book tent do it yourseller, you
on basket making and should be able to handle
began to experiment. "I an increasingly popular
haven't painted since." home improvement proshe said.
ject — replacing an old
Peter Adams, a wood- window with a new one.
worker in residence at
Though some help may
the Penland (N.C. I be required lifting the
School, was showing new unit into place, only
wood furniture that was ordinary carpentry tools
all curves and planes. He are required. The tools
calls the pieces table- you'll need are a circular
benches. After exhibiting saw or hand saw, level,
at Rhinebeck for the first hammer, tape measure,
time in 1981, Adams sold a carpenter's square,
one of the pieces to the caulking and a caulking
Boston Museum of Fine gun. The type of nails
Arts.
depends on the window
Jim Garrison's "pain- style chosen. Use those
tings" of leather — stret- specified by the manufacched like canvas and then turer.
14smi.o.ams-o•emmmu.m..4sp•oimiNK

too late

V

Bob Nanney
Insurance
• Agency
107 N. 4th
753-4937

Ends Saturday
August 21
753-1423

GE began issuing do-ityourself repair manuals
for its refrigerators,
ranges, dishwashers,
washers and dryers in the
fall of 1981. The company
has also made available
to consumers the mostoften required parts.
The repair manuals are
written in every-day
language, include stepby-step illustrations and
rate the difficulty of each
repair and the time needed to complete it so that
an individual may decide
whether or not to tackle
the problem.
GE's research indicated consumers also
find a need for better information before purchasing an appliance.
The toll-free telephone
number was suggested by
a significant number of
individivals as a means of
providing the required
guidance.
Also part of GE's plans
is a series of free booklets
with specific information
on appliance selection,
use, energy consumption
and maintenance.

Arts and crafts participation rises;
homeowners settle on buying kits

Here's
the answer

24BEDROOM
II x 1 2/6

Mrs. M. has to choose
they now live' in 'rhe between a central airplanners also know at- conditioning system or
tached houses. because. several room-size units.
they rarely eofttain mcce
Mr. S. would like to fix
than two or three his dishwasher, but isn't
bedrooms, do not add sure how to proceed or
large numbers of where to order the parts.
children to populate and
Mr. G. can't figure out
tax the local school how to hook up his new
system
home computer to the
television set.
Do-it-yourselfers will
There they are —
find much helpful information in Andy Lang's typical Americans with
homeappliance
handbook, "Practical typical
problems.
Home Repairs," which questions and
rule. whether they
can be obtained by sen- As a
get the answers they need
ding $1.50 to this paper at
is pure happenstance.
Box 5, Teaneck, NJ
However, at least two ap07666.1
e
pliance manufacturers
have initiated programs
designed to increase the
odds in the consumer's
favor.
The computer and the
tollfree telephone
THE PRODUCT -- A number are basic ingreheavyduty and versatile dients in both General
combined hand truck and Electric Co.'s new
dolly.
"answer service," and
Manufacturer's claim Whirlpool Corp.'s "ap-- That it has a load pliance information sercapacity of 400 pounds in vice." Both programs
its vertical position and combine the use of a toll600 pounds in its horizon- free number consumers
tal position...that it is can dial at any time with
made of high-strength, a series of planned
16-gauge steel tubing, yet publications which will
weighs only 27 make it possible or easier
pounds.. that it can bens- to install and repair their
ed for moving furniture, own appliances and to
shop equipment, garage make a better-educated
items, trash cans, ap- selection of the model
pliances and countless which meets their needs.
GE introduced its serother products...that it
can be converted to hold vice in .New York recentlawn bags for leaves and
trash and that it folds
into a compact size for
easy storage in a car
trunk, the house or a
garage.

ly. According to Paul W. Schrage. Ultimately each
Van Orden, executive Whirlpool appliance will
vice president, the' come with non-technical
answer service is the illustrated information
response to an attitude showing how to install it.
survey which indicated
"Handy individuals
many Americans feel could probably install virthey are not getting tually any major apenough information to pliance right now," she
select, use and repair said. Even the all-thumbs
person ought to be able to
their appliances.
According to Joy replace knobs, dials and
Schrage, Whirlpool's control components or
manager of communica- lights, she added.
tions, a toll-free number
In the near future,
has been a feature at that however, major apcompany for the past 15 pliances with modular
years.
electronic components
This year, however, the and possibly voice
company has added simulators will simplify
publications providing the repair job. People will
generic information on be able to diagnose the
how to buy and use ap- problem, slip out the
pliances as well as malfunctioning module
materials geared to and snap in a new one.
specialized classes of
Consumer demand for
consumers—such as non- installation and repair
English speakers or the guidance has risen in the
disabled.
past three years. added
Whirlpool also is Ms. Schrage.
developing installation
Three years ago, quesinstruction sheets so con- tions having to doe with
sumers who wish to do so self-installation and do-itmay install their own ap- yourself repairs acpliances. The company's counted for about 6 perfirst washing machine cent of the 200,000 calls a
repair manual for con- year which Whirlpool
sumers will be out later receives on its "800"
this year. The manual, phone number. In the
which will sell for $7.50 past three years, this has
plus 75 cents handling jumped to about 30 perand postage, will make it cent,she said.
possible for a handy inThe rising cost of serdividual to fix his or her vice calls and lack of time
own washing machine.
to wait at home for a
Over the next few years repairperson have jointly
the company will contributed to the desire
gradually introduce of consumers to take matrepair manuals in all pro- ters into their own hands,
duct categories, said Ms. said GE's Van Orden.

Hours: 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

753-3355_
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BACK WHEN WE SAY

Back to School
department.

CIXOR MINT DEVELOPING

100%

RVALATI

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS

At participating Revco stores only.

STACK UP BIG SAVINGS AT REVCO FOR BACK TO SCHOOL.
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iggested by
number of
a means of
e required

Lepages Tape

IC 0,
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

3/0

Revco'slow,
everyday
discount price
Revco's low, everyday
discount price
Less $1.00 Mfr.
Mail-in Rebate

99C

/
2" x 11"
150's 81
or 180's 8" x 10'
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

Filled
Pencil
Pouch
Revco's low,

Use mail-in rebate on package

everyday
discount price

Marcal Tissues
100's
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

°I

2 ph
Revco's low.
everyday
discount price
Less 75c Mfr.
Mail-in Rebate

4 fl. cc
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

Stance Brush
& Comb Set

sloe

Revco's low, everyday
discount price
Less $1.00 Mfr.
Mail-in Rebate

Artists
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price
,o arious

99C
—WOO
YOU PAY AFTER REBATE .. FREE

te

On

Dowgard
Coolant
Antifreeze
Buy 2 gallons uc
Less Mail.in
Refund from Dow
Your Net Cost
After Mail-in Rebate

Asst
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

$199

Revco
Formula #1

Revco Stress
Formula 600 f

Reg. or with Iron
100's + 100 FREE Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$179

FORMULA 1

or -with Zinc
60's + 60 FREE
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$139

UnTil IRON

REVC9
'
STRESS
FORMULA

"600"

Reg. or with Iron
100's + 100 FREE
Revco's low, everyday
discount price
$199

With Iron

REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

SAVE $1.00

SAVE 50C

SAVE 300

SAVE 30C

COSMETIC ITEM FROM I
PRINCE MATCHABEW IImi

▪ 30's
▪ Reg or Super
.
• Revco's low,
• everyday discount
I price $3.49 ea.

•.

91

Aziza is now
hypoallergenic.

Keeper
Includes 60s worth vi
valuable coupons for

• ot
school supplies
I Revco's low, everyday
•discount price $-4.49
111 YOU PAY $349

)n
$

$929
With Iron am

REVCO COUPON
w New
!Freedom
▪ Maxi Pads

I

500 mg
100's -8- 50 FREE
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

60 TABLE TS

Pa

$199

Revco
Vitamin C

Revco
Tastivites

Rep, with Iron

1111 REVCO

$3 99 ea

Pick up mail-in rebate forms at any Revco
Discount Drug Center. Otter expires
December 4, 1982.
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measure,
square,
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of nails
window
Jse those
manufac-

by Helena Rubinstein
2 fl oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

package

Underoos
Children's
Underwear

2/$100

Pick up mail-in rebate forms at any
Revco Discount Drug Center.

—75C

Use mail-in rebate

Hefty
Plastic
Lunch
Bags

LP Record
Albums

'Rebate

99C

YOU PAY AFTER REBATE...24C

'
$109

bred with
plied with
— showed
v material
an artist
ver to surward the

5 subject
divided
notebook

Courant Or
Herb Essence
Spray Cologne

Shower
Shaver

Sea Breeze
Antiseptic

Rose Milk
Twin Pack
Two 12 oz. bares
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

ei•

Mead
Theme Books

4

Write Bros.

—$1.00
YOU PAY AFTER REBATE.. FREE
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ite to Apsation Sersol Corp.,
or, Mich.
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Lead Pencils

r 500" transparent
r 325" miracle

GE's plans
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MICK

ea.
WITH THIS COUPON

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Coupon 4.pires 9e982 et
partl4spatep Revco stoces only

WITH THIS COUPON

I
I
I

WITH THIS COUPON

Crayola
16s
Revco's low,
everyday
discount
price 89c
YOU PAY

CRAYONS

59,

Elmer's
School Glue
4 fl oz
Revco's low,
everyday discount
price 79c

49,

&MFRS
SCHOOL
GLUE

YOU PAY

WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

LIMIT ONE PER COOPON.
Coupon 4youss 9042 al
oecnceNkene Revco stores only
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Revco reserves the right to limit quantities.
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Items available while quantities Nat
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Revco's lower
prescription prices
can save you money.

mosreUrCiDird

We'll transfer your prescription.

'

No matter where your prescription
is being filled now, we'll call your
doctor and arrange for it to be filled
• at Revco,
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He man. Cheech and
Chong's new flick, Things

Are Tough All Over, isn't
as totally inept as their

man, is that they're
transporting
— laundered" money
beneath the carseats
Well man, they lose ilk
money, natch, and (ht.
Arabs also played by C
and C. come after their
bodes.
Hey man, what'd ya expect. Shakespeare? It's a
plot, anyway, man. Far
out!

1isgu-I I: Pm

Cheech and Chong strike again

THE ACES'

r/ illEIR

BOBBY WOLFF

Nome one speaks adrm South holds
them up to the level of ting older and mellower. rabit.
8-17-B
of
the ikell-ripened
Like Jerry Lewis, Milton we ought conic together
fruit
•
of
6
2
sage delay
Berle, and other like sometime in the future
IP 7
Honore de Balzac
classy comics.
Can ya dig iC
IC 65 3
•
K
If a defender knows that
Well man, I'm like still
Rated R. man. Like a
•A b52
a bit too old for C and C., tiny shot of, like, breasts he can win a trick that canbut if they' keep like get- And some gross-out stuff not get away, sometimes it's

2. Notice

1. Notice

announced

Your Individual .‘
Horoscope

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

0
ASK
RES

A
0
NERO
i DI.
APSE
NEA

ACROSS
1 Bard'
5 Soda
8 Alms box
12 Too
13 Money of
yore
14 Spanish city

15 Meal
17 Cushioned
19 Lift
20 Shabby
21 Sicilian volcano
23 Father
24 Mods home
26 British princess
28 Cut
31 Office holder

32 Vacationers
choice
33 Note of scale
34 Greek letter
36 Wideawake
38 Crimson
39 Famed Ruth
41 Put-in-Bays
lake
43 Bog down
45 Moved by
slowly
48 Names
50 Unwavering
51 Dairy case
item
52 Also
54 Toward shelter
55 Nuisance
56 Still

PC'IT DIFFiCULT TO
BELIEVE THAT THEAE TAKEN
AWAY YOUR BALL FIELD
CHARLES, AND YOU'RE
NOT FIE,HTiN6 BACK..

native of
•Q 9 8
Louisville, has been with
•J 7 2
The Associated Press
*K 7 4
since 1978. .first in
-WEST
EAST*
1
2 3 4
5 6 7
8 stall] Louisville and then in •4 3
•
•6 2
i-Charleston
,
W.
Va.
•
K
6
3
2
*7
12
13
14
A graduate of the •A 9 8
•K 106 5 3
15
16
17 18
•A 9 6 5 2
University of Kentucky, PQJ10 8
SOUTH
where he was editor-in19
20
•KQJ9 7
chief of the Kentucky
21
22
23
•A J 10 5 4
Kernel, Swift worked for
•
Q4
24 25
26
27
28 29 30
both the Lexington
.3
Herald and Leader before
31
32
3:3
joining The AP.
Vulnerable Both Dealer
34
35
38
37
38
He succeeds Diana South The bidding
39 40
41
42
Taylor, who resigned to South
West
North East
take a position as the 119
143 44
45
46 47
Pass
2P
Pass
head of the Lexington 311
Pass
4*
All
48
49
50
Herald's Frankfort
Pass
Vessel
6 Conjunction
7 Sot! food ,
8 Birch tree

51

27 Simian
29 Oslo coin
30 Marry
35 Lessens

52 53
56

55

color
49 Pigpen
50 Drunkard
53 Diphthong

154
57

_

I FIND IT DiFFicuLT TO
BELIEVE THAT SOMEONE I
AM VERY FOND OF COULD
BE ACTIN6 THIS WAsi...

bureau.
Swift's appointment
was announced Monday.
YOU RE FOND OF. ME 7:

Opening lead Club queen
Bid with The Aces

KI55 HER,YOU
BLOCKHEAD!

AUNT FRITZ!,
I BOUGHT YOU
SOME
PLOWER,
j

Ledger
GEMINI
4- & Time
May 21 to June 20) n4
problems. Clarity
and
seriousness of purpose allow
you to implement decisions.

CANCER
(June 21 to July: 22)

es

You have new
money- making ideas and also some
thoughts about the purchase of
new possesions for the horm,.
Go after what you want.

-Y- ES , I
PICKED
THEM IN
MRS SMITH'S
YARD---

you.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 rit'eV
Behind -the -scenes
developments work to your
advantage career-wise. And a

AROUND I-1ERE
EVERY CALL TURNS
INTO DIAL-A-JOKE

v
I TOOK MY BROTHERI N-LAVV OUT 70 A
RESTA/JRANT
FOC2 DINNER
LAST NIGHT
J.

BOY WHAT'A PIG
HE MADE Og
)-IIMSELP

COME, YE-5 THE VERY IM.46E
a05fiFt..
Cc YOuR DEAR MOTHER ,
MY DAUGHTER LISANDRA—
MY EYE5
ARE OLP
WHAT AN OLD
AND WEAK...
FOOL I WAS

WI-Ni?HOW MUCk DID

Have 5 minutes? Coll
759-4444 for an in-

412,kg?,

friend also provides you with
some valuable leads.
SAGITTARIUS

IS PVT. ZERO Ar417 I'm 114
"A" COMPANY, BLIT I'M JUST A
TEENY, TEENY, -Tirs1Y PART OF
"A"COMPANY, BUT, 1-IEY, EVERY
LITTLE PART 15 IMPORTANT,
RIGHT
NOBODY
WANTS A COMPANY
A MISSING,..

5 foot Bar with
Stereo AM -FM
Radio and 8 Track
player.
Call 753 - 0193
after 6.

LEO
spirational message to
July: 23 to Aug. 22)
brighten your day.
Extra determination allows Children's tape 759
you to accomplish what you
set out to do. The personal 4445.
touch is what makes things
happen now.
NOTICE
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
You may be required to
sacrifice some of your private PD. your convenience, Jim
hours to get a new money- Sitter from oar Sales Dept
making project going, but it's will he at oar showroom
from 6:30 PM to 8:00 PM
worth your effort.
ea Mondays, Tuesday,
LIBRA
Thiersdays and Frisloys.
!Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -AToday you find out how
much your friendship is appreciated by another. An active social life makes this a
busy and fun-filled day for

8-17

NONSENSE-YOU PICKED
THOSE

work projects. Take time to
get rid of accumulated clutter
or redecorate.

When you put your mind to
it, you can 'get at the root of

( Nov. 22to Dec. 211 )(4°
Make plans to visit old
friends afar whom you haven't
seen in a long time. Attend an
art gallery, concert, or film.
Keep up-to-date.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 191
You'll have a chance to
realize a long-standing ambition. Consult with financial advisers before making an investment.
AQUARIUS
~W
A
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Partnership interests are
highlighted. You may decide
to take a trip together. Accept
a friend's party invitation this
evening.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20(
You'll be proud of your work
achievements today. Extra
energy and discipline allow
you to be very productive.
Complete assignments.
YOU BORN TODAY have
administrative talents and executive ability. You'd make a
good fund-raiser and would do
well on the business side of
art. You have a flair for large
enterprises and would be a
successful
financier.
However, you may be happier
in the arts. Your work is
marked by a touch of idealism
and you have marked
humanitarian interests. Law,
politics, religion and public
service are some of the fields
in which you'll find happiness.
You also can commercialize
your crgative gifts and will
have success in acting,
writing, critietspi, and artBirthdate of' Shelley Winters,
actress; and Roman Polanski,
film director

WANTED

MR SALE

best to delay Later one North South
Rustic hanging
should know more about
earlier flicks. Not totally.
lamps Contact Mark
Law seminars
declarer's distribution and
Oh wow, I must be
Proctor 753 1673
should be better able to conmellowing out. Or like
The college of Law, of the law firm, Williams, duct an accurate defense. ANSWER:One no trump.
growing senile. Like I
University of Kentucky Housman and Sparks, Visit the District Four Not an ideal choice but a
A picture is worth •
never thought I'd see the
has announced a series of Paducah
and Richard C. Regional Tournament in pass may miss game and a
d words
day, man. when I'd say
one-day seminars for Roberts of
over
two
takeout
one
is
an
Philadelphi
lAugust
a
17-22)
the law firm,
.eats.
something niellow about
.P,
obvious overbid
lawyers to be held at five Whitlow,
see
to
how
other
players
s
heritage
by
Roberts,
C. and C.
locations in Kentucky . Houston
4111
handle
ti.r.iq
West's
Mose
problem
eld
and Russell.
Send
bridge
questions
The
But wait, man, this
to
Aces.
These seminars will ex- Paducah,
South ruffs the second P 0 Box 12513 Dallas Texas 75225. •photon/oaks copied
will lecture.
one's, like straighter, ya
in our Studio
Listen up. C. and C. plore theories of legal Housman will represent club and draws trumps in with self-addressed stamped envelope
know. The camera man
III CARTER STUDIO
two rounds, ending in for repl,
haven't gone over totally liability in the litigation the plantiffs point of view
and sound man have even
is 300 Maw 751 829$
dummy
Next he runs
to the other side. Man, of caese involving defec- and Roberts the defenimproved. And man,
dants' in discussing Prac- dummV's heart queen and
there's the usual gross- live products.
there's not so many like
West Must decide what to
Joe C. Savage, Lex- tieing The
out stuff. Like passing
Product
childish jokes about dope.
do.
SUMMER
gas, and urinating, and ington, and William D. Liability Case.
And there's even a plot. I
If West takes the heart
A pre-registration fee
eating horse dung, and Grubbs. Louisville, will
CLEARANCE
mean, it's nothing to drop
king,
not
he's
sure
how
to
be
principal
lecturers at of $10 or $15 for door
mastrubation. I mean,
lit It BITS 1116161
proceed. Accurate defense
your cookies over, man.
they're still the grungiest each location. They will registration includes depends upon
Sale on assorted
how many
but it's there, you know.
be
ably
assisted by other legal referen
comics around, and about
ce
plants.
hearts South holds If he
It's about these two like
a half a bubble off plumb. experienced trial lawyers materials.
Shirley Florist
holds five hearts. then West
freaks, ya know, who
To register or for fur- must shift to diamonds.
But they're not like total- actively practicing in
Garden Center
If
smoke some dope
far
their respective jurisdic- ther informatio
ly grody. man.
n, write or South holds only four hearts,
SO2 N 4th Street
out, maw and pick up
tions near the selected call the Office
it's
of
Conbest
for
West to exit
Murray Kentucky
some extra cash
Even the humor, man, seminar locations.
and
tinuning Legal Educa- safely in clubs and force
stash) when two rich is like closer to the
42071
The first seminar of the tion. College
Frances
of Law. South to play his own
Drake
Arabs hire them to drive nainstream this time. Series will
Phone 753-3251
be held at Ken- University of Kentucky, diamonds
FOR WEDNESDAY,
a car to Las Vegas. What They even dress up in tucky Dam
Village on I.exington Kentucky,
The best solution is for
C. and C. don't know, drag, man, that brings Aug. 27.
AUGUST 18, 1982
Craig Housman 40506, telephone 1606 258- West to defer winning his
Apple Tree School pro
What kind of day will tomor- sides quality child care
king of hearts. South contin2921.
with
pro
ues the suit and East's dis- row be? To find out what the grams.educational
Registration is
card tells West what he has stars say, read the forecast now in progress for
to know. When West gets his given for your birth sign.
children ages 25. The
Apple Tree School is
AP names new king of hearts, he knows
housed in a modern and
that declarer can discard ARIES
Answer to Mondso.'s Puzzle
fully equipped facility
two of dummy's diamonds Mar. 21 to Apr. 19l
and staffed by well
news editor
ALPS
ATOP
57 Camera part 9 Buy back
W A
on the long hearts, so it's If you've been working ex- qualified personnel.
36 Competent
PEEL
SOWS
A B
10 Certain stunow or never foe attacking tra hard, now's the time to Call 753-9356 or visit at
37 Waste allowLOUISVILLE. Ky.
DOWN
ER
E
REIGN
dent
DI
ance
diamonds He cashes the take a break. Make plans logo 1503 Stadium View Dr.
I API — Stephen K. Swift
1 Young
11 Handy fellow
38 Entertain
S.
11111 N T E
diamond ace and when East some place special with those
SHOP
salmon
is the new news editor for
16 Dispatch
S L0
40 Apportion
A
signals violently with the you care for.
2 Genus of
CLASSIFIEDS
18 Far East
T E
Kentucky. according to
42 Model
A
D E
diamond
10, West can con- TAURUS
olives
for the best
22 Passageway
43 Halt
I N
Andrew Lippman, KenA:7:7;Y
gratulate himself for a fine (Apr. 20 to May 20) s•--/ur
3 Discovered
bargains in Pon
23 Trap
44 Baked clay
S
P S
tucky bureau chief for defense.
4 Brown, as
24 Menu item
46 Paradise
You get the green light
The Associated Press.
NORTH
bread
8-17-A
25 Picnic pest
47 Changes the
A
regarding both home and
1' Y L
Murray
•A 1085
Swift, a
5

MOONS, OLDSMOBILE,
PONTIAC, CADILLAC

14•11 W. Heim _
753-5315

_

Anyone interested
in shoring rides to
afternoon
East
Elementary
Kindergarten from
Panorama Shore
area.
Coll 436-2598
3. Card Of Thanks
CARD OF THAMES
The family of Mini Fronli
Rigor wishn to espress
our sincere ffiwilii and appreciation to friinds and
relatives for their kindness
shown during the illness and
Death of our loved ow.
Special thanks toll,. Whir.
taker and Bra
Manuel
Thorpe for their vrords of
comfort To Blalock and
Coleman for their fine tar•
rites Dr Wendell Gordon
and his nurses in Benton,.
Dr Ted Myer all the sloctors and nurses on the third
floor., Lourdes Hospital for
their love and care Thanks
to all the nurses on the se•
cond floor at Murray
Calloway County hospital
especially Louie Sick& who
was so good with him. No
thought she was special.
God bless each end
everyone of Oty.
Wife, Dorothy Wolper
and Family.

5. Lost and Found
Lost: Large black dog t
white with collar and
fags
near Hwy 121S
753 5957.
Lost: dirty beige
billfold. Sammon's
Bakery area or Pine St
between 6th. and 7th.
- Can keep money. Reward offered for papers
and pictures returned to
704 College Farm Road.
Three young Hounds
lost near New Concord.
Call 492 8413 Reward.

6. Help Wanted
Need babysitter for 7
year old Mon Fri from
2 . 30 till 4 30 at my
home Must have Iran
sportation Light house
work Phone after 4:30
753.7903.
5250.00 weekly
paychecks (fully
guaranteed) working
part or full time at
—fro- m e
Weekly
paychecks mailed
directly to you from
Home Office every
Wednesday. Start im
mediately. No ex
oerience necessary
National company. Do
-your work right in the
comfort and security of
your own home. Details
and applicaton mailed.
Send your name and
address to: American
Fidelity Company . Hir
log Dept. 77 1040 _i_prie
- Star Dr. New Braun
tem TX. 78130,

P611.8

i. Help I

Artist*.
time
hour
artist'
preferro
assigne.
need foi
seme.
Contac
i Depart
MSU
3764 E
Baby s
East
School e
lit gra(
Phone
ap m
E xperie.
needed
Sales
753 7333
Medical
sultaat
bed ski
mediate
facility
must be
4 hours
the fa(
interest'
Care Inn
Mother
to care
On off d
Send re
ference
1040C
42071.
Need so
for elder
referenci

9. Situatii

MSU S
Major 5
dren at
your horn
Will bal
children
753-1547.
Will bab,,
Fox Mee
3096 or 75:
Will do
my homi
5152.
Will keel
children
Will picki
my child
son Schoo

11,Instru

Gymnas
Lessons
nastic Cei

14. Want t

Used al
stove in
Call 436 2,
Want to
753-7528.

15. Artick

Refrigera
suite
F
black an
t.v. Call 4:
Two mat
springs S:
218 Irvan
Used to
345 2861

PUBLIC NOTICE
ATTENTION — All Customers of the
Murray No, 1 Water District (Highways
94E, 280 and 614). For the welfare of
our customers and in compliance with
state regulations lines of the Murray
No. 1 Water District will be flushed
commencing about 1:00 p.m. Thursday,
August 19th. You should be aware that
this may cause water discoloration for a
few hours following, and suggest that
water be allowed to run until discolorations cleared.
We regret any inconvenience.
Murray No, 1 Water District

SALES CAREER
MAN OR WOMAN NORTHWEST
TENN, 8, SOUTHWEST KY.
It you ore a hard worker with a successful work
or self employment history, we will invest our
time and money to help you become more successful. We welcome successful retail managers,
owners, conchs, supervisors, executive
secretaries, office managers, law enforcement
offices, insurance adjustors, real estate agents
and other winners to OW sales team.
'Limited Travel
• Management Opportunity
'Sales Experience Optional
*Non Technical Product
'Sales and product in field training
'High commission and repeat sales to industrial
and institutional accounts
•Excellent fringe benefits and Profit sharing.
• Achievement and performance bonuses
'Our successful men and women earn $40,000 to
$100,000
Up to $300 weekly salary plus $150 monthly expense allowance plus hawses during truing
period. Late model car required.

SEND RESUME TO
DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL CORP.
P.O. Box 30310

itS
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.11:1•1
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Memphis, Tn. 38130
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16. Home Furnishings

Artist's models part
time
Salary $4 50 per
hour
Experience and
artistic sensitivity
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for fall
semester
19 8 2
Contact
Dale Leys
i Department of Art
MSU
762 3787 or 762
3784. E 0 E M.F.
Baby sitter wanted in
East Elementary
School area
to sit with
1st grader after school
Phone 753 8953 after
6p m.
Experienced body man
needed Century Auto
Sales 209 S
7th St
753 7333
Medical Records con
sultant needed for a 100
bed skilled and inter
mediate care nursing
facility. The person
must be willing to spend
4 hours each month in
the facility. Persons
interested should call
Care Inn 247 0200.
Mother needs someone
to care for 6 year old.
On off days from school.
Send resume and references to PO Box
1040C. Murray
Ky.
42071.
Need someone to care
for elderly person Give
reference 753 7394

13.n
Sears portable
color t v $150 753 9280
Avocado refrigerator
with icemaker also
electric stove excellent
condition 753 0296
One green floral couch
and chair
good condi
lion $65 One 19" TV
motorola BW with stand
550 Call 753 0653 after
5 30 PM

19. Farm Equipment
6620 JD Combine 4WD
450hr. 220 bu
auger
wagon
1972 Chevrolet
grain truck
hoist and
steel bed
Extra nice
dune buggy Call after
5p m 382 2294.
Three grain bins
1
portable batch dryer
2
transport augers fans
motors
augers
etc
Contact Calloway
County ASCS Office
phone 753 1781.

22. Musical
INFLATION
PRICES
On
Pioneer, Sony,
Sanyo,
Majestic,
Maroutz car stereos.

World of Sound
753-5865

9. Situation Wanted
MSU Sr
Education
Maior will keep chil
dren after school in
your home. 753 9280.
Will babysit preschool
children in my home.
753 15-47.
Will babysit in my home
Fox Meadow area 7533096 or 753-4886.
Will do babysitting in
my home anytime. 7535t52
Will keep kindergarden
children in my home.
Will pickup at 10,30 with
my children at Roberson School. 753 8255.

...AR STEREO Pioneer
Kenwood
Marantz
Mitsubishi
Sanyo. Pro
fessional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St 753 0113.
Nice turntable for sale.
Call 753-t499 after 5 PM

23. Exterminating

24. Miscellaneous

X. Business Rentals

Heiium Balloons on a
string for sale 9 and
1110
sizes
Assorted
colors for birthdays
anniversaries
and all
xcassions 753 0817
K EROSENE
HEATERS
Buy now
and save. 6800 BTU
$11999
9000 BTU
1 4 9 99
9300 BTU
$17999 9300 BTU with
fan
$212 99, It 500
$17999. 19 500
BTU
$219 99
BTU
Wallin
Hardware Paris Tenn
OREGON SAW chains
56" pitch for 16" bar
$7 99. 20" 513 99 Wallin
Hardware Paris Tenn
One tandum trailer for
sale 492 8204
Seasoned Firewood 518
rick
$23 deliver
Calloway 436 5806

3
E3103
E

34. Houses for Rent

Building for rent 35ft
glass front central neat
and air
right oft court
square
4th
106 N
Perfect for a new
business or office Call
753 ism

40. Produce

43 Real Estate

Beautiful spacious
home 3 bedrooms
3 Watermelons any
complete baths
large amount
Pete
Mrs
family room. With Valentine 642 4439
firepiace
12 closets
sunken iivingroom
41. Public Sale
many extras 7 miles
SW
No pets 5350 mo.
$300 deposit
Lease
753 3509 after Spm
House for rent 4 bed
room house within
walking distance of
university
Stove
refrigerator
washer and
dryer hookup
gas heat.
Sat 7 00 til ??
Fenced backyard
with
garage and storage
Brown's Clean Up
space $250 per month
Shop
Plus deposit Call Helen
Hwy. 94 East
Spann Realty Assoc.
753 7724 or 753 8579
Clothes, tires, B.B
Newly decorated 3 or 4
gun and etc.
oedroom 2 bath home.
Located on quiet dead
end street close to
university
$300 per
nonth
To see call
753 0953
Six year old 3 bedroom
near Ken Lake Resort,
Carpeted
AC
water
furnished
$I 95 .
1707 Plainview
442 5647
Tues. and Wed.
Three bedroom two
bath fireplace central
Aug. 17-18
heat and air
applian
8-5
ces 759 9577 759 1074
Something
for

volmmimminimir

32. Apts. For Rent

Nice
quiet 2 bedroom
duplex apartment on
dead end street
Gas
electric central neat
air
Dishwasher
dis
washer dryer
PoSal
hook up $235 Cali 753
9574 or 753 6513
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near down
town Murray 753 4109
762-6650 Or 436 2844
One bedroom efficiency
apartment partial
utilities paid. Prefer
girls No pets Rent is
$95
a month plus de
27. Mobile Home Sales
posit 753 9741
12 x 60 Skyline mobile One bedroom re
some. Nice
partly fur
decorated with new
fished 489-2281
kitchen and bath
1974 12 x 40 Guerdon
Located between Un
semi furnished 53200. iversity and downtown
$125 per month with
Phone 606 672 3479.
Do you like nature? partial utilities fur
Then we have lust what nished. Call Spann
Realty Assoc 753 7724
you want Trailer and
large lot for sale cldse to Sleeping rooms for
lake
boys. Kitchen facility
inexpensive. 474
washer dryer
8038
$55 a
36. For Rent or Lease
month
1 bedroom
Four mobile homes for
apartment
$90
and
$100 A 1000 Sq
Ft retail
sale. $1600 each. Call
a month
1 .0 blocks store available for sub753 7975
from MSU. 436 2411.
lease in the Bel Air
28. Mobile Home Rentals Two bedroom Town Shopping Center. Con
Houses available at tact Iry Tick Realty
A 2 or 3 bedroom new
Paducah Ky 444 7755,
Hamlet North Apart
furniture and carpet
ments
carpeted
cen
air conditioned. $85. to
37.
Livestock-Supplies
$150. per month. Shady tral air and heat
range
Horses boarded. Stalls
Oaks 753-5209.
disposal dishwasher
$30
pasture 520.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer refrigerator
washer Limited space
Phone
for rent near Murray. and dryer
hookup. 753-3010.
No pets. 489 2611.
Lease required. Call
i.0
One bedroom 2
miles 753-7550 or 753 7559.
38. Pets-Supplies
from MSU $100 per Two bedroom
fur
AKC German Shepherd
month. Unfurnished or nished
no pets. Deposit puppies
60 champions
semi furnished. 606 672
required
$185 monthly also
guard dogs and
3479
plus utilities. can 753Registered Eskimo
One or two bedroom
8731.
Spitz_ 502-554 2153.
trailer 12x60. 1 block
AKC Registered Great
from East Y Grocery on 33. Rooms for Rent
Dane puppies. Water
280. Call 753 0780.
Sleeping rooms
Va-Hey 355-2840.
refrigerator in hall
a MCC'
29. Heating-Cooling
Registered Cocker
private entrance
Spanials
Blonde $100
washer and dryer
Coc k a- poos $40 ea.
Available at Zimmer ea
Air conditioning, man Apts. S. 16th....Hwy 121 l' 2 mile west
of Stella on Coldwater
appliance and 753-6609.
hill.
Women students fur
refrigeration ser- nished rooms close to CFA Registered , blue
Persian kittens for sale.
vice. All brands. campus 1611 Olive ri Call 901 352 5485,
block from Granny's
Porch
AC
759-1322.
kitchen FDSB Registered Poinprivlages
living room ter pups. 14 weeks
champion
area with TV
all wormed
X.Business Rentals
utilities furnished. $295 field bloodline. 901-7823572.
per semester. Call 75
-3531 or 753 7885
Two Registered female
Boxer pups. Phone 435
Mini
31.
Houses
for
Rent
4200.
Warehouse

YARD
SALE

5-PARTY
YARD SALE

everyone.

310

Toys,

clothes, misc.

43. Real Estate
Commercial Cor
ner...This 40460 shop of
steel construction
situated on ap
proximately 2 acres.
There's more.. owner
has converted part of
office space to 3 bed
room living quarters
and still has 40x40 shop
That's not all
how
about a mobile home
hook up? How about
electric overhead door
to shop? And then
there's built in tiling
cabinets. All this and
more just minutes from
town.Call
753-1492. Century 21

Strout
Realty
. .
Office Coes. in Ceevr
Boyers he. Everywhere
tellable Service 5•••• 19112
If .2 Ceiviereler
Morro, lostechy 42171
10021 153 ells
hentiowe
204 1 11110011
lenher
Licensed & landed

46. Homes for Sale
Excellent starter home
with right price
Ec
onomical living close to
town
nice neighbor
hood
Only 523 500
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1222
For sale by owner
3
bedroom house with
dishwasher and
refrigerator freezer in
kitchen. Garage and
fenced backyard
Con
venienti y located close
to shopping area Par
tial owner financinc
available at 8 i. per
cent. Call 753 .4801.
Four bedroom brick 1
block University Super
insulated underfloor
ceiling and 6in exterior
walls. Storm windows.
Energy efficient heat
pump. 2 baths
large
living room
large
country kitchen
separate utitity. 16ft
concrete driveway.
Front porch
carpet
$70's Shown by - appoin
tment. Contact John
Pasco at 501 N. 17th St.
759-9577,

For Sole

49. Used Cars
1978 Buick, 4
doors, excellent
condition. Local
car extra extra
sharp, 3 0 1
engine, good gas
miloge, loaded.
753-7113

53. Services Offered

• FREE

D nice
5: 000 miles
New tires
has cruise
control
factory air
vinyl top $3200 or best
reasonable offer See to
appreciate 615 232 6794
1979 Camero Z28 350
motor Cali 436 5830 or
136 5403

ESTIMATES On
All Electrical
Plumb
ng Painting and Well
Pump Needs Licensed
Tall 753 0092 or 753 9673
Pence sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR
15 years ex
Carpentry
Perience
plumbing
concrete
roofing
sliting
NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates
Days 474
2359 nights 474 2276

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING
70 years elpertence.
Stained

floors

our

speciality.
BODIAU
FLOOR CO.

50. Used Trucks

1971 Chevy truck long
wheel base
307 motor
Call 436 5830 or 436 5403
354-6127
1976 Chevrolet 4 wheel
drive
Must sacrifice
Best offer 498 8716.
Guttering by Sears
1979 Dodge Power Wa- Sears continuous gut
gon V 8
404
long tens installed , for your
Ii
w
e
e
I specifications
Call
base
air condition
Sears 753 2310 for tree
automatic
power ntimate
steering
AM FM
re
Interior Exterior Pain
movable camper top.
ling SS hour
10 years
$4700 or best offer. txperience
Call 436
436 5414
2166.
1979 Jeep Cherokee
K & K STUMP REMO
4-wheel drive 6 cylin
VAL
Do you need
der standard
1 owner. stumps removed from
Call Steve at 753 6450
your yard or land
days 436 5430 nights
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
51. Campers
to 24 inches below the
1/ft Camper sleeps 6
ground
leaving only
airconditioned $1200 sawdust and chips Call
492 8194 after 6p.m.
for free estimates Bob
1971 Coleman Pop Up Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
Xemp Jr 435 4319
camper. Call 753-0619

52. Boats-Motors

uminum and'my
1977 Hydro • sport bass
siding and Aluminum
boat
150 hp Mercury
trim for all houses. It
good condition. Call
stops painting.
753-0653 after 5.30 PM
Jack Glower
2.5ft.. Chris Craft cruihookup and city
Ser. Fully equipped.
Termite
11, Instruction
52800. Call 753 9775 or
water. Call 753-4091
Gymnastic or Dance
Control
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
can be seen at Kenlake Lake Refrigeration Air
anytime 523,5p0
Lessons Murray GymMarina
conditioners
small ap
nastic Center 753 0129.
Phone 753-3914
Sea Sprite tri hull
115 pliances repaired. 474
Cramped? Need room?
Home for sale by owner
8841.
14. Want to Buy
HP
new condition
There is lots of root,, in this
3 blocks from shopping
MOO Call 759 1087
Used apartment size 24. Miscellaneous
Licensed electrician for
4 bedroom home located M
center
5 years old
stove in good condition. 1 Ton 3 phase hoist for
residential and corn
Kirksey area
2100sq. ft including 53. Services
An older
Offered
Call 436 2438.
mercial. Heating and
sale. Call Dill Electric
home with modern
gar•ge Also has caraircondition
gas in
Want to buy timber call 753 9104.
port. Bargain at $55 000.
decorating
large dining
stallation
and repair
753 7528.
For appointment call
Fiberglass topper for
room, den, living room.
Phone 753-7203.
Roofing All Types, 15
753 1934
after- 7p.m.
Suburu Brat
Call 753Also has a large closed in
15. Articles for Sale
MITCHELL
753 1861.
U99 after 5PM.
years experience, all
front porch. Best of all is
BLACK TOPPING
Refrigerator
bedroom Firewood cut to order.
Priced to sell partially
the price, only $21,500.
work guaranteed. Don
Commercial
suite
Indust
Franklin Stove
furnished
2 bedroom
$25
per rick. Call
rial
Residential
black and white console
Wilkerson, 4892580
also
house
on 1 acre 2
436 7292
Patching
Seal
t.v. Call 436 2940_
and
or 345-2602.
storage buildings
city
For sale AA Kirby and
Coating Phone 753 1537
Call us at
Two mattress and box Electrolux
water
also has good
vacuum
A nice
quiet .2 bedroom 40. Produce
I
Storage Space
mammen
springs $20 a set. See at cleaners
well. Call 436-5494 after
with at
2 bath furnished house
218 Irvan Murray Ky.
For Rent
lp.m.
tachm2nts. Good as
with washer and dryer. For sale. peas &I you
APPLIANCE
Used tobacco sticks. new: Call Paris 901 642
Two story year round. SERVICE
753.4758
$200 a month plus pick
$7 we pick. 753
Kenmore
ROOF
345 2861
Pine Bluff. Sundecks
7473.
deposit 753-9213.
Westinghouse
8690.
furnished
2 lots. Whirlpool. 20 years
PROBLEMS?
$20 000. 759-9577.
experience. Parts and
Need a second opiservice. Bobby Hopper
Realtors
47. Motorcycles
nion? Buildup or
Bob's Appliance Ser
Village Hwy. 641 N.
1978 Yamaha 650 vice 202 S. 5th St.
Residential.
Local
Murray, Ky.
4 8 7 2
Special. Fully 7 5 3
referances. Call Hugh
customized. Must sell. 753 8886(home1.
Outland, 759-1718 or
Halfway to Heaven or 753 98/1 after 4p.m.
Maybe Even Clo
753-8076.
1978 Yamaha 125 En
Monism
Service
Cs.
ser...Fantastic
nearly Puro. 1500 miles.
Must
alleisso awl viol siliog,
new home 3 bedrooms
sell cheap. 753-5950.
2 baths
comfortable
coolie Iris work.
family room and large 1980 Yamaha 3 wheeler
Wei-ewes. Call RIll Ed ,amowomnoli==lav
Excellent
condition
living room. Abundan.
Need work on your
759 4822.
billy. 153-1613
storage throughout
thy
trees? Topping
prun
PT
Yamaha moped for
master bedroom pro
ing shaping complete
vides a walk-in closet sale. Call 753 1499 after Asphalt
-emoval and more. Call
driveways
and
for her and a walk-in 5 PM.
parking lots sealed by BOVER'S TREE.
closet for him. 1.8 acres
SERVICE for Pro
Sears. For free es
close to city limits. 4. Auto Services
fessional tree care
timates call 753-2310.'
Owner has been trans
4 new Goodyear Build and Repair 753 8536
ferred. Attractive P225 75R 15in
steel be
tobacco barns. Free Refrigeration and Air
financing can be ar
lied radials mounted on
Condition Service and
ranged. Call 753 1492 chrome wheels with estimate. Call 435 4347.
Repair. Central air. Air
today to see this special spoke wire hub caps. CARPET CLEANING
conditioners
cleaned.
Free Estimates.
offering CENTURY 21 Cost $750
will sell for
up on air con
Gas
Satisfied references
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
5450. Also 4- 1 lx15in.
ditioners $23 436 5536.
Vibra Steam or Quick
Grand Prix 4 wheel
She made that
roof
D ry Cleaning. Room additions
drive tires 5120. Call
Purdom & Thurman
tiny little part stand out
remodeling
ano
(Upholstery Cleaning). ing
753 7827.
mul took her bows
Insurance &
Lee's Carpet Cleaning home improvements of
Import
Auto
Salvage
any type Free estim
to tluoulerinis applauve.
753 5827.
Real Estate
New and used auto
ate. Call 436 5536
Campbell's Tree Ser
Southside Court Sq.
parts. Open 8 5
vice
Topping
trimMon.
Automotive
Sat.
Kentucky
Murray,
ming
removing. Full
transmissions $65 ex
753-1451
insurance. Call 1-527change
radiators 520.
0918.
exchange
starters and
This 17 acre tract is a
ROBINSON
Carpet and linoleum
alternators $20
ex
bargain
with a mobile
installation 51.50 sq.
change. Deposit re
home hook up
city
yard. 10 years ex
quired without an ex
water and septic tank
DAY
perience in Murray
change Call 474-2325
All for $12 000. Call on
area. Also home repair
Duane's Place Used
753-3716
this one today. KOP
and remodeling. Phone
Volkswagon parts tune
PERUD REALTY
753-5292
753 0770 ask for Bob.
up
break lobs
rebuilt
753-1222.
*
FREE
Chimney Sweeping
motors 435 1272
and you
Walk right in
Service. Do it now
won't want to walk out 49. Used
before
you
need your Roy's Carpenter Shop
Cars
of this charming home
chimney. Later we wil
custom wood working
but you can walk to
have a working list. Cal
cabinet tops kitchen
restaurants
tennis
435 4348 or 762 4792.
cabinets remodeling
grocery and
courts
China Painting lessons additions insurance
bank. Suited for the
was horn in it tt nigh little fine's] When'the people worked
repairs. 753 5883
starting Sept. 1st SLIP
She shook her head and said,"lint csiitit tail. And
large family with .1
hanl for a living. Aix lamas- loved to sing and dance and it
when sou get where you're going, sou'll pas ow kick in
1976 Mercury )lies ad porcelain Save Money Have your
bedrooms and 2 i1
Maxine
trip to the theater was is real treat. Riot the idea allaying
Jones
354
carpets
8785
cleaned in
then she sinilecl. *Maybe x1111 Callyive iris Ii insist n
baths. Beautiful lot.
Monarch small :oncrete
an actor in the litinib was something that wouldn't go(limit
August for only to cents
block
seat to me of.your Ing hits...as a home.
Priced at $60 000.
square foot References
easy.
i
ck
engine, good gas
After a lot or:tooling I fill:111Y agreed and spelIt sm rim meKOPPERUD REALTY
on request
insured
1.14(91, P1)I), Ito What I want to do. I knOV,r I can lie
-foun
html years tii New link 1)efore 1 got lucky.,
753 1222
miloge, Excellent )asements
-free estimate. Call Jett
iations
good at it .11111.1 rill Isot re-ally interested in working in the
drive
ways
And I really did get hicks.
the right Om.tim
at
753 0015
mill.- I W.11 trying to es:plain to ms lather why I felt i had to
condition, 2 Sidewalks patios and
the right part, at the right tint... and all of a sudden I was ou
chimneys
49- •
Free PS
We clean and repair
leve
a
home and get mm
ie titimei,- for a
acting school in Ness. '
I
nun was.. All the hard work began to pas oft And I paid off
door.753-7113
timates. Call ,
airconditioners
Dill
link.
.
Aunt Ethel.
Electric phone 753 9104.
I'd been bitten In- the acting Intg in high school and
But that wasjust money. I wanted to gnu her that
1965 Mustang
WH1 clean carpets,
289 V 8
753-1222
Will do yard work and
was (let:outlined that :biting Was going to be tin career.
bonus. S1/ 1 haither flinvit into Ness- Si irk for .0 small part tis
peoniiPs
good condition
Call
hedge trimming
cut
windows also clean
Ms Either shook his head and explained in a pained
my new plm.
436 2568 after 5 30 PM
and remove dead
pacious year
swim-v."Now look, S1/11,1( you wanted to be 3 dllotor or stun
and wax hard wood
I.ist night
tO rave res ices ...‘ttlit Ethel still
hedge. Call 753 0712 or
1968 Cadillac
real good
home
litsver. I could see digging tip ever). cent 1 could las- ins'bea
has the magic. Slit- 111:1(h. that tinx little part stand init and
floors. Satisfaction
7533531
shape for sale or trade.
halids on to help son through school and :ilk hilt an actor?"
located on scenic
tin ik liei In ixs, tm t thimdemii. applause.
guaranteed.
Call 753 9400
Will sharpen hand saws
Ile pill his hand on ins shoulder and contilllll.(1. ulfs
-11 yotiliad timer nnumed a cent, but joist gase me
pennisula on the
circular saws
1979 Trans Am silver
and
not a job for a grown 111:111. Plill'illg make beliew all viii a life
this night. it would !lase been pax ment einnieli." she sobbed
shores of Lake
chain saws 753 4656
with red interior
I wish you'd think about If sonic more...as we sat Isackstage after the filial curtain.
Great
Power
Barkley.
Air
Aunt Ethel seemed to Is the 11111y one in the tallith
Knowing
Ethel, she probabls meant it.
AM
F
M
Room with wood
wttli any interestin the theater at all. She'd been the .4.11- iii
radio rear louver 30
all the high school pla .and was big in the local plit house
beamed cathedral
000
irti
.les
excellent
When youflun the Pa silo!! Savings Plan and buy U.S.
that had existed hef.011. it rinsed for lack sit interest.
ceiling, large
condition
Call 753 9265
Savings Bonds. you p4ay a plrt in helping vour irriaflfr,y.
She came to sei• ins- in every play at school and WAN
Or 753 3601
fireplace and
also
You
.voursell
help
.
set) eiumaraging.
•
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1977 Brown and tan
sliding glass doors
-Tell you what. James,- OW ',1111.'I've heels on the
on both sides Cadillac in good condi
Payroll Savings Plan at wrirk since I was iliiiiiiing girl mid
Iron
Can be Seen in
which offer
I've got liasofSiivings Bonds put aside. Now 1.11 make... you a
Stella 7530169
breathtaking view. 1977 Pontiac
111.111 tom go Iii New link and get some training. I know sou'xr ..clean good
giit 1111/rt talent than aliinist atomic l'Ve tiNtiSt-till... - .
Boat dock is inmectianicai. conditiOn
-- I midrib:n(11y believe sin+ a generniot offi7F.Welt
cluded - $110,000. 5525 1803 College Farm
the peg
.ple around here tIon't agree with that. Besides, I
Road. KOPPERIJD
or nth In t take all your's:wings on that kind of gattilik.."
REALTY. 753- 1974 Ford Torino 4 door
pub.
air conditioned in good
••1.1 n•
COuorel
condition 5700. 753 aft

Kelley's
& Pest

Semi

Basement

House 31 z acres fully fenced with outbuildings. Has trailer

INC

Bravos for Aunt Ethel.

1

FOR
SALE

753-3317

szy.

Take
stock`491
It-America.

Extremely nice clothes for
sale. Sizes 7, 9, 11, 13.
Also very pretty maternity
clothes.
• 753-9997.
f

COPY AVAILABLE
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I mad
I want to be able to like myself.
I don't want to look at myself and know
I'm bluster, a bluff and an empty show.
I never can hide myself from me:
I see what others may never see.
I know what others may never know,
I never can fool myself, and so,
Whatever happens, I w ant to be
Self-respecting and conscience-free.

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Cook's rites Wednesday Leonard Miller
funeral today
Mrs. Ada Cook, 92, Rt.
5. died Monday at 11 a.m.
at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital, Her husband, Tanny Cook, died
Sept. 5, 1958, and a son,
Maston Cook, died in
1942.
The deceased was a
member of Poplar Spring
Baptist Church. -Born
Aug. 6, 1890, in Calloway
County. she was the
daughter of the late Linn
B. Vinson and Louella
McLaughlin Vinson.
Mrs. Cook is survived
by six daughters - Mrs.
Peachie
Carlton
Roberts. Dearborn,
Mich., Mrs. Hurshul
Parrie
Rushino.
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First of

Bethalto, Ill., Mrs. Newt
Ivab Russell, Madison
Heights, Mich.. Mrs.
Elsie Marquis, Wood
River, 111., Mrs. Ethel
Shultz, East Alton, Ill.,
and Mrs. Vernon 1Barbara Lane, East Alton.
Ill.; one son, Frank Cook,
Rt. 5; daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Grace Cook, Rt. 7.
Also surviving are 23
grandchildren, 17 greatgrandchildren and 18
great -greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Dr. Jerrell White will officiate. Mrs. Otto Erwin
will be organist. ,
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers. Burial will
follow in Outland
Cemetery.
Friends may call from
4 to 9 p.m. today Tuesday at the funeral home.

Matthew Jones
dies on Sunday
Matthew Jones. 82,
Murray, died Sunday at
the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Beulah.
Adams and Son
Funeral Home,
Hopkinsville, will be in
charge of the funeral and
burial arrangements.

ser L.'es fur Leonard
Miller are being conducted today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Aubert Rose
and the Rev. Arthur
Haillcourt are officiating.
Burial will follow in
Hamlet Cemetery in Marshall Couqty.
Mr. Miller, 60, Rt. 4,
Benton, was found dead
Sunday morning beside
his locked pickup truck
on Highway 68, 1.1 miles
east of Benton at the intersection of Highways 68
and 58.
Jesse Collier, coroner
for Marshall County, said
Mr. Miller died of a gunshot wound to the head.
An autopsy and .other
tests were being performed. The coroner said thre
was no evidence of foul
play and he presumes it
was a suicide.
The deceased was .a
member of Hamlet Baptist Church.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Velincia Miller; two
daughters, Miss Mitzi
Miller and Miss Renee
Miller,, one son, Jimmy
Miller, and two grandchildren. Rt. 4, Benton.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Mrs. Jessie
Mae Wyatt, Dexter, Mrs.
Ida Mae Counts, Hardin,
and Mrs. Mary Sue Barnhill Buchanan Tenn,

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC.
I( LINT KELLEY - MA YFIELD, KY.- 247-0673 or 1-800-592.3488

Hog market

Livestock market
Ky
Estimated receipts cattle and calves,
5100. compared to Monday's dose
Slaughter steers and heders not holly
tested: cows and bulls, steady
Calves ant vealers poorly tested ear,) feeders steady with Monday's late
advance 5$143
Slaughter heifers a few choice 800.450
48 10-59 50 standard and good. 720.
:000 lb 5172-55 50. slaughter cows
cornmercial 4.2 00-4 OD, utility 500
1.1
/ugh dressIng and }ugh borung
44 5-45 75. cutter 51044-43 5 canner
and critter under 800 lb 32043-37 OD
Slaughter Salle, US 1 -14501675 lb
51 75-56 00. U S.2 1770 lb. 4000-523*,

4:1 :;-48 3*.o.uo,lhlvy,oilcy. owl
vealers good and choice. 175-265 lb
vealers 54 0064 M. choice 35 lb calves
5550
Feeder steers, medium frame U S 1
300-400 lb 65 00-75 00. 400500 lb. 65 OD69 5. 500400 lb 65.00-68 75, 600700 lb.
63 45463*. 700-850 lb 60 03-65 50. Large
Ironer U S I 10004003 lb 56 55-393*.
medium frame U S2 300.540 lb 55306504). 500-000 lb 54 00-653*. large frame
S 2 Holsteins 540.015 lb 53.25-54 50,
50400 lb 5280-533*. 900-1150 lb 47.5053 00
-Heifers, medsum frame U S 1 295-4430
lb 57 50-64 75, 400-53* lb. 57.0042 5,500
700 lb 5780-623*.
N

eArr....,:_ate NiArket Sr.. ServIce
I9r
Kentucky Purchase .Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Statuam
Receipts Art 455 Est 400 Barrows & Gills
mostly steady Sows mostly stead)
*4350.643*
US 1-225240144
12S2v2lf Its
$62 5043 SO
US:21025018a
$63 03-63
US 2-3 562515
$62 00433*
Sows
45580.323*
US 1-2 270350 ibs
651 00-53 OU
US 1.335-150 bs
US 1-3 450-500 lb.
$53 0055 0.1
. 1155 01)-57 51"
US 1-3 500450 lbs
sane over 600 lb.s 5680
50.03-51 00
US 2-33-500 lb.
Boars
mostly 174

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY - My wile and I are friendly with a couple
who live 75 miles from us. Since their retirement, they have
traveled a great deal and have taken colored slides of their
travels. We have traveled and taken pictures, too, but we
never force our slides on our friends as they do.
When these friends come to see us or when we go to see
them), there is never any conversation - the whole time is
taken up with their pictures.
They came last Sunday, and we had pod finished new
landscaping around our home and hurriedly completed the
Job before they arrived so we could show them what we'd
done, but there was no time because they started nght in on
their slides. We served a nice lunch, then they had to rush
away to another engagement.
Next month they want to come and bring the pictures they
took of their six-week vacation in Hawaii. We know we will
be in for another three hours of viewing. What do we tell
them? We hate to hurt their feelings, but enough is enough.
SICK OF SLIDES

Poem Gives Guidance
DEAR ABBY: I am a "young- lady of 91, and have been
reading your column since it started.
I hope you will find it in your heart to print the enclosed
poem. I have lived by its dictates for many years and hope it
will do for others what it has done for me.
MARY HELEN BOWLING, SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
DEAR YOUNG LADY: The poem you sent happens
to be the first poem I memorized! (I have yet to
identify the author.) I will share it with pleasure:
MYSELF
I have to live with myself, and so
I want to be fit for myself to know.
I want to be able, as days go by,
Always to look myself straight in the eye.
I don't want to stand, with the setting sun,
And hate myself for the things I've done,
want to go out with my head erect,
I want to deserve all men's respect.
For here in the struggle for fame and self

DEAR SICK: Tell them in advance that if they will
limit their slide show to one hour to please come. If
they agree, fine. If they don't, what have you lost?
The "friendship" of a very selfish, insensitive couple
who couldn't care less about your feelings.

Bid for Kuttawa facility submitted
NASHVILLE,
Tenn... An apparent low
bid of 851,800 has been
submitted to the
Nashville District of the
Army Corp of Engineers,
for construction of a
restroom facility at Kuttawa Recreation Area at
Lake Barkley, in western

The contract for work
in Lyon County, Ky., calls
for construction of the
restroom, walkways,
landscaping and
assoicated utilities,
he restroom will provide facilities to beach
visitors, and sightseers
by April of 1983.

Kentuck).
,Col. Lee W. Tucker,
district engineer, said
Penny and Womack, Inc.
of Benton offered the bid
among 12 received. Bids
ranged from as high as
4103,995 for the work
which had a government
estimate of $86.000.

Recreational
Competitive
Cheerleader

Jazz
Tap

*REGISTER NOW
753-0129
MURRAY GYMNASTIC CENTER
Highway 641 North

MURRAY
GYMNASTIC
CENTER

If you get sick or injured and can't work.
how will you pay your bills? Not lust
your medical bills. but yoUr regular bills?
Al Shelter Insurance we have some
reassuring answers, because we offer affordable comprehensive health and accident insurance that includes long•terrn
disability income

ALL THE SHIELD YOU'LL EVER NEED
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Tremendous Savings On These Kimball Pianos and Organs Too!
kimoall Whrtney Spieet iS
made in the Krnbail tradition of
musical excellence This tradition
is maintained by expert craftsmanship. exclusive features like
aw Unilock back that resists setting and holds precision tuning
At Kimball. catinet firusting is a
speciaI an. the final step in prosang you with the benefits of
Kimball's tradition of excellence

1 10.SA
Di I 55 051.
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NOW $1095.00
Reg $1495.00

NOW $895.00
Reg $1395.00

lamBalt

I
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753-0632

500E1 8132
Soo Provincoi Walnul

The Kimball Superstar
Organ, a two manual organ
with easy play features
that let you enjoy the thrill
of music without the agony
of practice' It'll make you
a star for less

5.11
514

SHELTER LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

NOW $1395.00
Reg $1995.00

36
. .43
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Comprehensive
Health Insurance Protection

ter"Arr"

Save big on this big sounding
Kimball Console piano now at special
prices. Because we bought big we
can otter you special discounts right
now. It's an outstanding value you
can't afford to miss, but don't delay.
These special discounts won't
last long.
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IN STORE BANK
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

•12 incn deep Ot.top
'Burnished gold tamarc eather foot with
matching Drown urethane shaft
•Ricting heel
•ComoOsition sole
Save 17.04
•Mens size 7"z to 12
•Reg 53 47
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mon mos
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On New Concord Hwy.
Next to Lyon's Electric

*DANCE INSTRUCTION
Modern
*GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTION

Wisikaselt Solis Mr loss•SlOokairort Soils her toss•1111161-1101.0 Soils for loss •INol-Raort Solis for Less

Sale Dates:
August 4 8-2°

Jim Fain's
Shelter Insurance

FALL 82

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

WALMART
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